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Telephone courtesy
doesn't include giving
your bank account
numbers out to
pOssibly-fraudulent
telemarketers, local
bank officials warn.
Page 2

Oscar Segovia will
have to wait until Aug.
31 to see how his "best
ever" MSU volleyball
recruiting class fares
on the collegiate
courts. Page 6

MOSCOW — Soviet lawmakers
today demanded that President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev take a
stand on a plan to integrate the
nation into the world economy
using aid from the West. Page 2

FRANKFORT — Official
results of the May primary election show only the margins of
the winners changed, not their
identities. Page 3

CHASKA, Minn. — Champagne, courtesy of Champ Payne,
flowed after the U.S. Open, but
plain water made the difference.
With a little luck and a lot of
gutsy golf, Payne Stewart beat
Scott Simpson 75 to 77 to claim
his second major title. Page 6

WASHINGTON — Construction of houses and apartments
inched up 0.1 percent in May,
the government said today. It
was the third increase in four
months and the latest sign the
housing industry was gradually
escaping the recession. Page 2

Tonight, partly cloudy, low 65
to 70, light northeast wind.
Wednesday, mostly sunny and
warm, high near 90.

Soviet president
visits Washington
MOSCOW — The last time Boris Yeltsin visited the United States,
Pravda accused him of buying and
boozing his way across the country
and President Bush refused to
receive the Russian leader in an
official meeting.
The Communist Party newspaper
later apologized for the charges it
leveled, admitting there was no
proof.
And Bush actually did meet with
Yeltsin, "dropping in" on a meeting between Yeltsin and a White
House official and using the occasion to praise Mikhail S.
Gorbachev.
This time, Bush is apparently not
concerned that an official meeting
with Yeltsin might upset the Soviet
president.
After all, Yeltsin has just been
overwhelmingly elected president
of Russia, the dominant Soviet
republic, and forged a truce with
Gorbachev.
Yeltsin's appointment calendar
for this U.S. trip features meetings
with Bush, Vice President Dan
Quayle, Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney, Commerce Secretary

Robert Mosbacher and leaders of
Congress.
Yeltsin is expected to seek to
calm Western fears of a disintegrating Soviet Union. He is expected to
tell Bush that only drastic change
can foster long-term stability in his
country.
At a New York meeting with
business leaders,. Yeltsin is
expected to pitch for investment in
the Russian Federation.
He is also scheduled to visit the
Federal Reserve Bank in New York
— presumably to learn how massive budget deficits sap an
economy.
The Soviet Union has even larger shortfalls than the United
States, and Yeltsin blames
Gorbachev.
The central government made
clear it did not feel threatened by
Yeltsin's trip. On Monday, Foreign
Ministry spokesman Vitaly Churkin
graciously described Yeltsin as "an
important politician in the Soviet
Union, and we expect he will be
received accordingly."
Yeltsin arrives in the United
States flush with victory, having
won 57 percent of the vote last
week in Russia's first popular president elections.

Paramedics administer aid to John Downs who was pinned when a
large sun deck fell during renovations at a home on Tobacco Road
Staff photo by Mark Cooper
near Midway Monday.

Safeguards planned on poison tests of Taylor's remains
Did Taylor die of natural causes or was he assassinated
poisoning 141 years ago during the pre-Civil War
through
Associated Press Writer
struggle over slavery?
"Rumors have been running through the family for years
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By STEVE ROBRAHN

One set would be analyzed by the state medical examiner's
office, while the second set would go to a still undetermined
second laboratory, Nichols said. Findings should ready to be
made public in about two weeks, he said.
Taylor's body was transported from the cemetery and laid
out on an autopsy examination table after Jefferson County
Coroner Richard Greathouse granted a request for the exhumation by historical author Clara Rising, of Holder, Fla.
Rising's theory that Taylor was poisoned has been backed
up by Dr. William Maples, a forensic anthropologist from the
University of Florida. Maples, Greathouse, Nichols and Dr.

Evacuation proceeds, Filipinos say warnings inadequate
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
Another U.S. Navy flotilla steamed
toward Subic Bay today to help
speed an American exodus, and
Filipinos complained their government failed to prepare them for the
devastating fury of Mount
Pin atubo.

"We were really caught flatfooted. They had not expected anything of this magnitude," said Gov.
Bren Guiao of Pampanga province,
where about 120,000 refugees were
seeking help.
More than a week of eruptions
covered the countryside with ash

and debris, contaminating water
supplies and knocking out almost
all services in some areas. Food
and fuel were difficult to find for
many Filipinos.
The Red Cross reported at least
146 deaths from the volcano, 50
miles northwest of Manila, and

warned that disease could spread.
Relief workers also feared more
landslides could increase the number of homeless. An estimated
200,000 Filipinos have been forced
from their homes, many of which
collapsed under the weight of rainsoaked ash.

Scientists said today Mount
Pinatubo appeared to be calming
after a series of huge explosions
Saturday that collapsed sections of
the 4,795-foot mountain, which
burst to life June 9 after lying dor-

Services today for 'Happy' Chandler
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Anti-apartheid leaders
and ordinary people alike say parliament's repeal of the 41-year-old
law that classified all South Africans by race does little to improve
the lot of blacks.
"It doesn't give us the right to
vote. We are still not represented in
parliament," said one black man
questioned about the repeal Monday of the Population Registration
Act.
Newspapers today urged the
main opposition African National
Congress to quickly enter negotiations with President F.W. de Klerk
on a new constitution, which would

extend voting rights to the 30-million black majority.
"President de Klerk's new South
Africa will not be built overnight,
not least because those whose help
he must have are not ready to start
construction," said Business Day,
the country's leading financial
daily.
"The ANC cannot, or will not,
match the efforts at reconciliation
of the state president," said the
pro-government Citizen newspaper.
The ANC called Monday's repeal of 1950 legislation largely symbolic because racial classifications
would continue until a new constitution is forged.

The group urged continued international economic sanctions
against South Africa until it is clear
political reforms are
"irreversible."
The Population Registration Act,
which provided the underpinning
for other laws that insitutionalized
racial separation, was the final pillar of apartheid to be repealed
under de Klerk's
The racial classifications have
determined where a person could
live, go to school, get medical
treatment, play ball or be buried.
They remain in effect, however,
until a new constitution is forged.
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A Murray man was hospitalized
Monday after a large section of a
house fell on him, according to a
report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Departmeni
John Downs, 56, of Rt. 5, Murray, was listed in stable condition
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital following the accident at a
home being renovated on Tobacco
Road near Midway around 3:54
p.m., police said.
Downs and another man, Terry
Walters, 50, were attempting to
raise a large section of a glass sun
deck in order to remove two-byfours which were underneath it
when it slipped off the jack and
fell, pinning Downs to the ground,
police said.
The impact caused lacerations to
Downs' arms and one leg, police
said.
Walters was apparently not
injured in the accident but suffered
possible back injuries as he
attempted to rescue Downs, police
said.
Walters was treated and released,
according to a hospital
spokesperson.

Workers pull a plastic "cap" to the roof of the George Weaks Community Center Monday. The cap gill
protect the inside of the center's newly-built elevator shaft which will provide handicapped access to the
building's third floor. The elevator is expected to be complete within three weeks.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Albert Benjamin "Happy" Chandler
was a campaigner, about to be swept into the governor's office a second time, when factory worker Edward Phillips met him in 1955.
Phillips was back at the Capitol on Monday to say good-bye.
He was among hundreds who came to see Chandler lying in state at
the base of a statue of Abraham Lincoln in the Capitol Rotunda. A
Kentucky flag draped the oaken coffin.
"We liked him as governor and we wanted to come down and pay
our respects," said Phillips, of Fairdale.
It was the first of two public viewings of Chandler, who sandwiched
stints as a U.S. senator and commissioner of baseball in the 16 years
between his terms in the statehouse.
Chandler died Saturday at his home in Versailles. He would have
been 93 on July 14.
His body was at Memorial Hall, a chapel on the University of Kentucky campus in Lexington, for two hours of public visitation and a
memorial service today.
Former Major League Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson and university President Charles Wethington were
the memorial service's scheduled speakers. Private graveside services
were to follow.
Kuhn also came to the Capitol, one of several dignitaries that paid
respects through the day. But most of the visitors were like Phillips, a
former Newport Steel Co. employee who could attest to ChandIer's
famous flair for remembering names and faces.
They were introduced during Chandler's 1955 campaign, Phillips
said, and never crossed paths again until a Billy Graham Crusade at the
state fairgrounds in Louisville in 1958.
"He got out of the car and called me by name," Phillips said, "and
it was three years since I had seen hint"
Old political rivalries were recalled Monday, but put aside.
None fought Chandler as fiercely as former Goys. Bert T. Combs,
who succeeded him in 1959, and Edward T. Breathitt, who defeated
Chandler's bid for a third term in the 1963 Democratic primary.
But their words for Chandler on Monday were cordial, even warm.
"We made peace personally," Combs said. "After we got out of
politics, he knew I couldn't do anything to him, and I didn't think he
could do much to me, and we got to be pretty good friends.
"1 do think his death is an end of an era. He played politics differently from the way they play them now," Combs said.
"He didn't have any half-minute commercials. He didn't insinuate.
If he wanted to say something about you, he'd say it. If he thought you
were an s.o.b., he'd say you were an s.o.b., except maybe he wouldn't
abbreviate it."
Breathitt became allies in 1987, teaming to back Brereton Jones'
winning campaign for lieutenant governor. This year, Breathitt backed
Chandler's grandson and namesake, A.B. "Ben" Chandler III, in a
winning campaign for the Democratic nomination for state auditor.
Chandler became the fourth person to lie in state in the current Capitol, which was completed in 1910.
The first was J.S.C. Blackburn, a former U.S. senator, in 1918.-Former Gov. Augustus Owsley Stanley lay there in 1958, followed in
1980 by Kentucky Fried Chicken creator Harland Sanders.
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Housing starts up 0.1 percent in May

•

By JOHN D. McCLAIN
associated Prows Writer
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WASHINGTON — Construction
0.1 percent in May, the government said today. It was the third increase
in four months and the latest sign the housing industry was gradually
escaping the recession.
The Commerce Department said housing starts totaled a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 982,000, up from a revised 981,000 in April and
907,000 in March.
It was the first back-to-back increase in starts since June and July 1989.
The revisions made the 8.2 percent gain in April even stronger than the
6.2 percent originally reported. At the same time, the 8.6 percent decline
in March was not as steep as the 9.2 percent first thought.
With the exception of the March decline, starts have risen each month
since plunging to 847,000 units in January. That was the lowest since an
843,000 rate in January 1982 in the midst of the previous recession.
Most analysts contend the housing recession hit bottom in January. But
they cautioned that any recovery likely would be gradual and erratic,
compared to the brisk improvements following most previous recessions.
Other signs pointing to continued gains were the fourth consecutive
increase in applications for building permits in May and three straight
months of gains in new home sales.
The sales dropped the inventory of new homes to a 7.4-month supply at
the April sales rate, down from 9.3 months in January and mak:ng room

for construction of new units.
Applications for building permits — considered a barometer of future
activity — jumped 7.2 percent in May to an annual rate of 979,000. That
was up from a revised 2.4 percent increase in April, which originally had
been reported to have been a 3.0 percent drop.
The number of starts during the first five months of the year was 28
percent below that of the same period of 1990.
Still, the construction industry added 13,000 jobs in May, reversing a
trend that had shrunk payrolls by 10 percent over the past year.
And any improvement also is expected to help lead other sectors out of
the recession because of the spill-over effect into other industries such as
appliances and other home furnishings.
But the May improvement was concentrated in the construction of
single-family houses. Starts in that area rose 3.1 percent to a 832,000 rate,
following a 8.8 percent jump a month earlier.
Multi-family starts, on the other hand, fell 13.8 percent to a 150,00Q
rate. And starts of buildings with five units or more plunged 16.3 percent
to a 118,000 rate, the lowest since the department began keeping records
in 1963.
Regionally, activity picked up in the recently sluggish Northeast and
West. Starts rose 17.7 percent to a 113,000 rate in the Northeast and 14.0
percent to a 285,000 rate in the West.
But the dropped 8.8 percent to a 217,000 rate in the Midwest and 7.6
percent to a 367.000 rate in the South.

Bank officials caution against telemarketing schemes
Bank of Murray officials have
recently received information from
the FDIC concerning fraudulent
telemarketing schemes which seem
to be growing nationwide. In the
latest scheme, telephone solicitors
tell the consumers anything that is
necessary in order to obtain their
checking account information.
Once the information is obtained,
the telemarketers issue drafts to
charge the checking accounts of
unsuspecting consumers. This is
the same basic type of scam which
involved VISA and MasterCard
telemarketing in years past. There
are three prevalent scams which are
being perpetrated at the present
The Visa and MasterCard scam:
The consumer receives a postcard
or a telephone call stating that. due
to their excellent credit history (or
lack thereof), they may receive a
VISA or MasterCard with a low
interest rate and no annual fee. You
may simply give the telemarketer
your bank routing number and
account number and you account
will be charged a "one-time" fee of
SXXXX. Anything is done to
obtain this information. The consumer is left with the impression
that they have just purchased a credit card, when, in fact. they will
simply get a list of banks which

offer a lower rate card. Recently
gasoline credit cards and "automotive service" deals have become
popular.
You have just won a prize scam:
Again the consumer receives a
telephone call or a postcard
instructing the consumer to call a
certain phone number within ,48
hours to claim a prize which has
been "won"; a car, a trip, a fur, etc.
All the consumer has to do is pay
the shipping costs. The consumer
thinks that just for shipping costs
he or she is the proud owner of a
new car, TV, trip, etc. The telemarketer is extremely friendly and
expert at geuing the unsuspecting
consumer's bank account information. Again, a draft will be charged
directly against the consumer's
bank accouni The new car _may be
a scale model, the trip totally bogus
and the TV or fur a fake item.
Let us sell your car scam: Teemarketers often go through newspapers and find people placing ads
to sell their car. The telemarketer
then contacts the telephone number
of the ad and says that for a modest
price of S300 to $350, they will
market the car nationwide in an
effort to sell it for you and probably increase its market value. They
will do this for you and all you
need to do is give them your bank

STATE AUTO OFFERS SOMETHING SPECIAL
Its the Auto/Home Discount with Special,
reduced rates if both your car and home
are insured with the State Auto Companies. Find out how much your savings
can be.
Dan McNutt, AA!
Representing
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TRAVELER'S

HEALTH WATCH
W•E•E•K
9une 17-24

Get Out Of Town...
But not before you learn how to beat
some common travelers discomforts with
Medicine Shoppel pharmacy's new booklet, Travel Healthy, free during Traveler's
Health Watch Week, June 17-24.

FREE BOOKLET!
Helpful information for planning your next trip:

changes in
climate, diet and
time zones
• Tips for preventing
travel-related
discomforts

Travel smart this year with
Medicine Shoppe' pharmacies.

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG — Two men died after
burning tires were thrown around their
necks and another was hacked to death
in the latest clashes in townships around
Johannesburg, police said today The
two men "necklaced" with burning tires
were found in the black township of
Tokoza The body of the other victim was
found in Sebokeng The report gave no
further details

Nabi Sher Junejo, was killed along with
his bodyguard and chauffeur when the
gunmen opened fire on his car early this
morning No one claimed responsibility
and police said no arrests were made

warships, including the aircraft carrier Midway, were bound for Subic
Bay to help with the evacuation. SRI LANKA
Since Sunday, more than 7,000 COLOMBO — The government
appointed a commission today to investispouses and children have boarded
gate the massacre of as many as 225
aircraft
the
10 warships, including
Tamil civilians who survivors say were
carrier Abraham Lincoln, to be fer- shot, burned and hacked to death by
government troops It was the first time a
ried 350 miles south to Cebu to
commission has been appointed to invesStates.
United
the
to
flights
board
tigate a massacre in the brutal eight-year
war between militant Tamil separatists
Ash forced the closing of airand the Sinhalese-dominated governports in the Manila region, and
ment The CCirrIrleSSICie consists of one
officials said they would decide
member from each of the three main
Wednesday whether they could be ethnic groups on this Indian Ocean
island Opposition legislators and survi
reopened.
vors accused Sinhalese soldiers of masChief Petty Officer Jerry Moore
sacring between 166 and 225 Tamil civisaid about 2,000 dependents were
lians on Thursday in two villages about
A Red Cross
expected to leave Subic Bay today. 120 miles east of Colombo
worker who also visited the villages has
Navy officials said the Midway, said
the death toll may be higher than
bound from Yokosuka, Japan, 225 The killings came a day after three
soldiers were killed in a land mine exploshould arrive Thursday.
sion blamed on the Tamil Tiger guerrillas

Congress Party wins in India, but
not enough to rule without coalition

IRAQ
UNITED NATIONS — The Security
Council has voted to require Baghdad to
pay for the disposal of its weapons of
mass destruction. which U.N diplomats
accuse Iraq of possessing in far greater
quantities than it has acknowledged The
officials said Monday that a U N commission plans later this month to inspect
what an Iraqi defector has alleged is a
secret enriched uranium -producing lab
near the northern city of Mosul The team
will also look for evidence that Iraq has
hidden its most powerful weapons from
U N inspectors The Iraqi detector claims
a nuclear lab near Mosul has produced
more than 80 pounds of enriched uranium that could be made into a primitive
atomic bomb

NEW DELHI, India (AP) — The India reported.
Elections in Punjab are schecentrist Congress Party, winners of
India's general election, sought duled Saturday for both Parliament
today to find coalition partners to and the state legislature. Punjab
was given a later date than the rest
form the next government.
Senior Congress leaders also of this nation of 844 million people
have the task of finding a premier in order to bolster security
who won't cause a power struggle measures.
Sikh militias campaigning for an
in India, where elections had been
delayed by the assassination of for- independent nation have vowed to
mer Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. stop the elections. So far they have
Nearly 300 people were killed killed three candidates for Parliaduring the campaign and the vot- ment and at least 19 for the state
ing, making it the most violent bal- legislature.
The Congress Party, which has
loting since India gained indepenruled India for 40 years, will domidence 44 years ago.
The latest victim was a parlia- nate Parliament but was projected
ment candidate from Punjab state to fall about 40 scats short of the
who was killed today in a bomb 256 needed for a majority, stateblast in his home, Press Tr.ist of run television said.

ISRAEL/LEBANON
TYRE — An Israeli army patrol
ambushed Arab guerrillas in southern
Lebanon early today, killing two and capturing a third, security sources said They
wad a fourth guerrilla escaped One of
the sources said the identity and affiliation of the guerrillas was not known but
that "they apparently were on their way
to attack a target inside Israeli territory "
The guerrillas were attacked while driving
in blue BMW about a mile north of
Israel's border in the Israeli army's selfdeclared border security zone The incident occurred just 300 feet from the
headquarters of the United Nations
peacekeeping force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)
As the driver of the BMW was trying to
maneuver a hairpin curve at high speed
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the car overturned The guerrillas
climbed out of the car and continued to
fire at the Israelis The command of the
5.800 strong UNIFIL went on alert and
the peacekeepers retreated to bunkers
and foxholes as the guerrillas and !wee
Its fought for several hours with rocket
propelled grenades and automatic rifles
After the two guerrillas were killed and
the third was captured, the Israelis sea
led off the region and sent foot patrols in
search of the fourth The sources said
several rounds of rifle fire hit UNIFIL s
field hospital, but there were no casual
ties or damage

PHILIPPINES
OLONGAPO — A volcano victim grieving
the loss of a son went on a hacking
spree at an evacuation center near this
cdy, wounding 13 people with a machete
police said today Evaristo Malisya 30
escaped Monday after the incident at the
Cabalan evacuation center, a few miles
east of Olongapo, a police report said
Malisya was grieving the loss of his
1A -yew-old son, who died of diarrhea
Saturday at the evacuation center shortly
after fleeing from an eruption of Mount
Pinatubo Malisya became incoherent
after his son's death, took a machete
from his belongings and began attacking
people at the evacuation center He fled
after the attack The victims, including
five children, suffered hack wounds in the
head and neck They were treated by
paramedics and are to be transfered to a
U S -run Subic Bay naval station hospital
for further treatment

NORWAY
OSLO — Burglars broke into a military
warehouse Monday and returned
ammunition they had stolen a day earlier
They left a note criticizing security at the
depot 'Sorry if there is any damage to
the material You really must improve the
security on the door," said a note left at
the scene The note did not say why the
five cases of ammunition and four anti•
tank rockets were taken from the depot
and returned Precautions at national
munitions buildings have been criticized
following a series of weapons thefts

SWITZERLAND
GOESCHENEN — About 200 environmental activists staged three-hour blockades Monday of the two main Alpine
highway routes connecting northern and
southern Europe The blockades by
members of Greenpeace caused traffic
jams approaching the Gotthard tunnel in
Switzerland and the Brenner pass outside Innsbruck, Austria Several demonstrators suffered minor injuries during
scuffles with drivers, police said The
blockades were meant to highlight
demands for a more environmentally
sound transport policy in Western Europe, Greenpeace said in a statement
The blockades coincided with a meeting
in Luxembourg of transport ministers
from the 12-nation European Community
and the seven-nation European Free
Trade Association The ministers are
expected to discuss EC demands that
Switzerland and Austria relax transit
restrictions on heavy trucks

IRAN
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iran is not trying to
develop nuclear weapons and the only
reason it has a nuclear program is for
non-violent research, its vice president
said Monday Tehran radio quoted Vice
President Hassan Habibi as saying, "Iran
has obvious and open activity in the
peaceful use of atomic energy, including
in pharmaceuticals and agriculture
Atomic experts believe Iran's nuclear
program is limited to a small, partially
completed reactor at Tehran University
and a research center in the central city
of Isfahan Last week, however, an Iranian opposition group claimed Iran was
trying to produce nuclear weapons

QUATEMALA
CUERNAVACA — The Guatemalan government and the guerrillas it has battled
for most of the last 30 years opened
peace talks Monday. The talks in the
resort city south of Mexico City are to
focus on guarantees of democracy and
human rights, without which the rebels
refuse to lay down their arms The last
round of talks, held in Mexico in May, set
up an agenda for future negotiations

EL SALVADOR

QUERETARO, Mexico — A leftist Salvadoran guerrilla commander said Monday
said the peace talks with the government
this week will only progress if the military
accepts a purge of rights abusers
Reform of the armed forces, an institution
known for coups, kidnappings and torture, us the major remaining obstacle to
reaching a cease-fire in the country's
11-year-old civil war It was the main topic of the U N -mediated negotiating round
that began Sunday in Queretaro, 75
miles northwest of Mexico City

IRAQ/ENGLAND

LONDON — Iraq's President Saddam
Hussein has ordered the release of an
imprisoned British engineer, former
Prime Minister Edward Heath said Monday Douglas Brand, 51, was arrested in
September when he tried to leave Iraq
after the Aug 2 invasion of Kuwait
Brand, who had been clearing mines
under contract with Saddam's government, was convicted of spying and sentenced to life imprisonment last month A
statement from Heath's office said Sad dam had contacted the former prime
minister last week and told him he was
prepared to release Brand

CHILE
Shell

Monday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 6-6-7 (six, six,
seven)
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FREE

We accept PCS, State Medicade and other Insurance

ANTOFAGASTA — A mudslide triggered
by heavy rains slammed into a neighborhood in this northern city today, killing at
least 21 people and leaving 650 injured,
polite said. The authorities feared the
death toll would rise sharply in the district
of Villa El Salto, and the search for more
victims and survivors was continuing
The mudslide occurred at daybreak after
two hours of torrential rains had fallen on
the city, located in the northern Chilean
desert 900 miles north of Santiago Rains
are infrequent in the normally hot and
and region Police confirmed that at least
21 people died and some 650 were
injured
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Soviet lawmakers today
demanded that President Mikhail S Gorbachev take a stand on a plan to integrate the nation into the world economy
using aid from the West Gorbachev had
been expected to present the plan in
London next month to leaders of the
Group of Seven industrialized nations
but sharp differences over the proposal
are emerging in the Soviet leadership
The Soviet president IS "fairly positive
about the plan, according to a lass inter
view with its principle author, economist
Gngory Yavlinsky A protege of Russian
Federation leader Boris N Yellsin, Yav
linsky drafted the plan in consultation
with economists from Harvard University
Yavlinsky s effort had been endorsed by
Gorbachev s senior foreign policy aide,
and it was widely assumed in the West
that the proposal had the support of the
Soviet president But Gorbachev has yet
to fully embrace it

Custom Drapery,
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• All you need for a
traveling medicine kit
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mation to anyone, especially over
the telephone. Releasing such ALGERIA
information could result in ones ALGIERS — The prime minister named a
a newly
checking account being charged for new Cabinet today, including
created human rights post, to lead Algeriservices not rendered and/or fake a out of a state of emergency and preitems. With the advent of com- pare for the country's first multiparty parputerized operations and services, liamentary vote The appointment of a
woman, Natissa Latham, as health ministhis type of fraud will continue to ter represents a direct challenge to
grow until the consuming public Muslim fundamentalists whose campaign
refuses to participate in such of strikes and protests led to violence
and to the June 5 state-of-emergency
schemes. Banks do everything decree
There was no immediate reaction
a
conprotect
to
their
power
within
from the fundamentalist Islamic Salvation
sumer's vital and confidential Front, the leading opposition party, or the
dozens of other parties that have formed
information, however consumers _ since
Algeria instituted a multiparty sysshould be aware and guard against tem two years ago
these fraudulent acts. Should you
suspect that you have been the vic- PAKISTAN
KARACHI — Gunmen today killed a
tim of such a scheme, you are judge
who was presiding over the conencouraged to contact the proper troversial criminal trials of several members of former Prime Minister Benazir
law enforcement officials and your
Bhutto's party, including her husband,
local banker.
Asif Ali Zardari Police said the judge,

Evacuation proceeds...
(Cont'd from page II
mant more than 600 years.
At least three minor earth tremors were recorded today and a
small eruption dumped fresh ash on
Clark Air Base, which is 10 miles
east of the volcano and is one of
the biggest U.S. military facilities
overseas.
About 15,000 troops and their
familes moved from Clark last
week to Subic Bay naval base,
which was subsequently blanketed
with about a foot of ash. On Sunday, all 20,000 military dependents
in the Philippines were ordered
home.
Military officials hoped to
remove all the dependents by the
end of the week, and eight more

By The Associated Press
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account number(s) and they will
automatically charge your account
for their service fee. Once the
account number is obtained and the
account charged. the car is NEVER
marketed.
There are various schemes
whereby unscrupulous persons
attempt to obtain account numbers
of bank customers in order to
defraud them of their money. The
only limitation is the imagination
of the fraudulent telemarketers.
Their schemes will be varied but
all information to this point leads
us to believe that the fraudulent
schemes will involve dollar
amounts ranging from S50 to $400.
Bank of Murray officials simply
want to warn the public not to
reveal their banking account infor-
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cent John Lackey of Richmond
received 166,563 votes, 49.7 percent, a margin of only 1,714 votes.
Babbage received 243,256 votes
in winning the Democratic nomination for secretary of state over two
rivals for 67.3 percent of the vote.
Stephenson received 60,278 votes in winning the nomination for
superintendent of public instruction, and he shared a 21.7 percent
vote with Mills, the Democratic
nominee for treasurer.
Beasley received 29,500 votes
for commissioner of agriculture,
27.2 percent, lowest among GOP
winning candidates. Ball, the Republican nominee for treasurer
received 64.6 percent of the vote in
that primary.
Also on Monday the board voted
to draft regulations to cover a
recanvass if one is sought in the
November general election.
Secretary of State Bremer Ehrler
acknowledged that the recanvass
had not gone smoothly. And one
county, Powell County, did not
deliver its figures until just a few
hours before the board met.
The guidelines would cover such
items as making requests for recanvasses to the secretary of state
instead of to individual counties.
Deputy Attorney General Brent
Caldwell also said the board should
adopt a standard reporting form for
all counties to use and require
counties to cover all candidates in

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
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These Murray and Calloway Transit Authority drivers recently
received certificates of safe driving for operating six months and
62,800 miles accident-free. Seated from left: Melissa Green and
Kathie Burnett. Standing from left: Diane Barnett, Jerry Jones and
Phyliss Doughty.
ii

Safeguards planned...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Bill Hamilton, a medical examiner
from Gainesville, Fla., took part in
the examination Monday.
A five-member group from the
Kentucky National Guard carrying
the American and Kentucky flags
saluted as the black walnut casket
containing Taylor's body was
returned to the crypt. Vow.. 200
yards from his boyhood home.
A political-history expert at the
Smithsonian Institution in
Washington said it was the first
time a president's body has been
disinterred for autopsy-type
procedures.
"There never has been this kind
of intrusion on the body of a (president) of this sort," said Keith
Melder, curator of the Smithsonian's Division of Political History.
Gastroenteritis was listed as Taylor's cause of death following a
sudden illness. But Rising contends
Taylor might have been killed for
opposing the spread of slavery into
the Southwest.
Nichols also said the circumstances of Taylor's death came in a
matter of days - too quickly to
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Election margins change, winners don't
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have been caused by gastroenteritis. But he said medical records
indicate the syptoms were consistent with arsenic poisoning.
"When I first heard the story of
this case, I said, 'Who wanted to
kill Zachary Taylor with arsenic?'"
Nichols said.
However, Nichols said if the
tests came back negative for poisoning, they would not rule out the
possibility that Taylor might have
died from things such as a bacterial
disease or contaminated food.
Rising, who has researched her
book on Taylor for 16 months,
thinks someone put arsenic in fruit
Taylor ate a few days before he
died.
Dabney Taylor said he had no
opinion on the assassination theory.
But he said stories passed down
through his family held that if
President Taylor had been murdered, Sen. Henry Clay of Kentucky - known as "the Great
Compromiser" - would be a
prime suspect.
Taylor rejected Clay's calls for a
compromise on the slavery issue
before California was admitted to
the union. Taylor also threatened
war if Southern states followed
through on threats to secede.
Dabney Taylor said that next to
the president, Clay wielded perhaps
the greatest power at the time in
Washington. Also, he said there
were reports that Clay quickly left
Washington the night Taylor fell

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Official
results of the May primary election
show only the margins of the winners changed, not their identities.
The figures certified Monday by
the State Board of Election showed
Bob Babbage had the largest vote
totals, John Stephenson and
Frances Jones Mills the smallest
and Chris Gorman the narrowest
margin among Democrats.
Larry Hopkins had the largest
vote total among Republicans, but
also the narrowest margin. Leonard
"Buck" Beasley had the smallest
vote and percentage while Don
Ball had the largest percentage of
any GOP candidate.
Hopkins, the GOP gubernatorial
nominee, defeated Larry Forgy by
only 1,945 votes. Hopkins received
81,526 votes, 50.6 percent, to
79,581 votes for Forgy, 49.4
percent.
Forgy requested a recanvass of
the results of the May 28 primary
and the final tally was closer than
election night, when preliminary
totals showed a margin of 2,238
votes.
The other race where a recanvass
was requested also tightened, but
did not change.
Gorman won the Democratic
nomination for attorney general
with 168,277 votes, or 50.3 per-

Shots hit Jimmy Carter's
Habitat for Humanity site

MIAMI(AP)- Gunshots ripped
through a construction site where
former President Carter and hundreds of volunteers were building
low-income housing Monday, leaving one man slightly wounded.
Carter was a block away from
the shooting and was unhurt. His
wife, Rosalynn, also was not hurt.
A man on the passenger side of a
light-blue car speeding past the site
fired several shots into the crowd,
said police detective Bill
Kinnebrew.
Police didn't know whether the
shooting was directed at Carter, the
Habitat for Humanity project or
another target, Kinnebrew said.
Carter tried to put the best light
on the incident, which marred the
opening day of the weeklong drive
to build 14 homes and a day care
center in predominantly black Liberty City.
"I don't think there was any particular target. I think it was just
one of those random acts of violence
that happens not only in
Rising also mentioned Clay as a
top suspect on Monday, along with Miami, but every city in the
Vice President Millard Filmore and nation," Carter said.
Witnesses said they heard three
two unnamed Georgia politicians
who she said had a stormy meeting or four shots ring out in rapid sucwith Taylor over the slavery issue cession from a car that sped past
the day before Taylor became ill. the central tent where volunteers
After Taylor died, the direction were about to gather for lunch.
Pat Morris, 34, a marketing conof slavery and other domestic
issues changed. Clay sponsored the sultant who was placing sandwiCompromise of 1850, a law outlin- ches on a table for the work crews,
ing procedures for admitting new took a bullet through his baseball
slave and free states. Congress also cap, but suffered only a flesh
passed the Fugitive Slave Act, wound to his head.
"Maybe it was the luck of the
which restricted slaves' rights.
Irish," said Morris, of Miami
Beach. "I expect to be back here
tomorrow morning. The news isn't
what happened to me."
The Rev. Barbara Scott of the
The following inmate has been Coral Gables Methodist Church
considered for parole by the Ken- was standing beside Morris when
tucky Parole Board: Dennis Benke, the bullet hit, and said no one real1984.
ized he was shot until a clump of

a race where a recanvass has been
sought
• • • •
Here are the results certified Monday
in the varicus primary races (percen
tages have been rounded)
Governor
Democrat Brereton Jones, 184,703,
37 5 percent, Scotty Baesler, 149,352
votes, 30 3 percent. Dr Floyd Poore,
132,060 votes, 268 percent, Gatewood
Galbraith, 25,834 votes 52 percent
Republican Larry Hopkins, 81,526 vol
es 506 percent. Larry Forgy, 79 581
votes, 49 4 percent

Republican Betty Holmes 49.230 vot
es, 44 4 percent. Virgil Moore. 31,264
votes 282 percent Wade Lewis. 30,378
votes 29 4 percent

Treasurer
Democrat Frances Jones Mills, 78,811
votes, 21 7 percent, Drex Davis Jr .
74,554 votes, 206 percent, Mary Ray
Oaken, 62,943. 173 percent, Jim "Pop"
Malone, 60,439 votes, 16 7 percent John
Glascock Jr 42,329 votes. 11 7 percent
Donnie Kell. 25,024 votes, 6 9 percent
Charles Arthur Van Winkle. 18 493 votes
5 1 percent
Republican Don Bell, 64,761 votes
64 6 percent Don Yeater, 35,495 votes
35 4 percent

Lieutenant Governor
Democrat Paul Patton, 146,102 votes,
31 8 percent Fred Cowan, 104,337 votes, 22 7 percent, Steve Collins, 68,749
votes, 149 percent. Bobby Richardson,
65,080 votes, 146 percent. Pete Worthington, 33,794 votes. 7 3 percent. Judge
Ray Corns. 22,578 percent. 4 9 percent,
John Frith Stewart, 18,688 votes. 40
percent
Republican Eugene Goss, 56,181 votes, 42 6 percent, Lawson Walker 52,392
votes, 39 8 percent Tommy Klein
23.077 votes, 17 5 percent

Secretary of State
Democrat Bob Babbage, 243,256 votes, 67 3 percent, Gerald Benson, 59,490
votes, 16 5 percent, Joe "Rooster Run'
Evans, 58 642 votes 16 2 percent
Republican Dexter Wright, 68,463 votes, 64 4 percent. Hoge Hockensmith.
37,907 votes, 35 6 percent

Attorney General
Democrat Chris Gorman, 168,277 votes, 50 3 percent. John Lackey, 166,563
votes, 49 7 percent
Republican Tom Handy was unopposed for the nomination

Auditor of Public Accounts
Democrat A B "Ben" Chandler,
213,023 votes 582 percent, Robert
Mead C P A , 152,707 votes 41 8
percent

Commissioner of Agriculture
Democrat Ed Logsdon, 111.767 votes.
352 percent, Michael Greene, 49,601
votes, 156 percent, Glen Holbrook,
47,334 votes, 149 percent, Julian Harris
37,592 votes, 11 9 percent Willard Far
mer Morris, 35,678 votes, 11 3 percent
Donald Gooch, 20,859 votes, 66 per
cent. Harry Hieneman, 13,937 votes 4 4
percent
Republican Leonard "Buck Beasley
29,500 votes, 27 2 percent, Kenneth
Evans, 23.848 votes, 22 0 percent. J T
Underwood Jr . 20.903 votes. 19 2 per
cent. Barry Drew Barmore, 16,272 votes
15 0 percent, Randall Gibson Curry
11,570 votes, 106 percent A Eddleman
6,468 votes, 60 percent

Superintendent of Public Instruction
Democrat John Stephenson, 60,278
votes, 21 7 percent. David Jackson
40,404v votes, 14 5 percent, Roy Gene
Rogers, 39,206 votes, 14 1 percent Fos
ter Jones Jr , 35.019 votes, 126 percent.
Eben Henson, 27,801 votes, 100 per
cent, Colin Cokie Cox, 27.299 votes. 9 8
percent, Charlie Masters, 25,205 votes,
9 0 percent, Stephen Paul Imhoff, 22.989
votes, 8 3 percent
Republican Donna Shedd, 41,567 votes, 41 2 percent, Gilbert Wooden, 23,528
votes, 23 3 percent, Edward Rippetoe
22,491 votes. 223 percent, W S Krog
dahl, 13,169 votes 13 1 percent

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Oilers

UPS Pick Up

his hair fell out.
Another bullet smashed the window of a car parked at the site, said
police Sgt. Les Bluman.
Some witnesses siid the shots
appeared aimed directly at the volunteer tent. Police initially denied
that account, saying thej, believed
two passing cars were shooting at
each other and that the tent was hit
by stray bullets.
Kinnebrew said further investigation disproved the initial police
account.
Police looked for two black men
in a light blue Volkswagen, he
said.
Azalee Hunt, a cosmetologist
with the Dade County schools, was
parking her car next to the vehicle
hit by gunfire, but said she had no
intention of abandoning the project.
"It didn't deter us in any way,"
said Ms. Hunt.

Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

LPS

M-F 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hw y 641 N.
()1 mpic Plaza
753-23110

PENNY PAPER SALE
Buy
one single roll
of selected in-stock
wallpaper
Get 2nd single roll for

306 Main St. 759-4979

Nia5RA
PAINJS

Exterior Paint
S3.00 Off

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
AUDITOR
OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
12-5 CAF'1TOL ANNEX
FRANKFORT 40601

BOB BABRAGE

PAROLE REVIEW

L y/CE*A01

To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Wallace G. Wilkinson, Governor
Honorable George H. Weaks, County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the statement of receipts, disbursements, and excess
fees of the Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky, for the year ended
December 31, 1990. This financial statement is the responsibility of the
Sheriff. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this financial
statement based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards and the Audit Guide for County Fee Officials issued by
the Auditor of Public Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky. Thesestandards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statement is free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The Sheriff is required to prepare his financial statement on a
prescribed basis of accounting that demonstrates compliance with the cash
basis and laws of Kentucky, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement referred to above
presents fairly, in all material respects, the receipts, disbursements, and
excess fees of the Sheriff for the year ended December 31, 1990, in conformity
with the basis of accounting described above.
As required by Government Auditing Standards, we have reported on the
Sheriff's statement of receipts, disbursements, and excess fees for the year
ended December 31, 1990, his internal control structure, and compliance. with
laws and regulations.
We found the Sheriff's accounting procedures and compliance policies in
good order. We wish to commend the Sheriff for his effort and urge that
similar efforts be made in the future.
Sincerely,

Murray State University is an
equal education and employment
institution.

Imagine
An open door is right in front of your
path. All you have to do is walk
through and glimpse the possibilities
and opportunities that could be waiting for you.
Imagine what could be on the other
side ofthe door!

91.5cc
For information on adult services and college opportunities,
contact the Center for Continuing Educati
ademic Outreach
1-800-669-7654.
at 502-762-4150 or

Bob Babbage
Auditor of Publicounts
Audit fieldwork completed March 14, 1991
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to the fiscal court
and is published pursuant to KRS 43.090(2).
Copies of the complete audit report, including the accompanying financial statements and
additional information, are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor of
Public Accounts, 125 Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

Call 7bday!
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Letters to the editor
Appreciates 'extra special attention'

4

Dear Editor:
I and each of the Paschall family wish to thank you sincerely for your
extra special attention that went into publishing the H. Franklin Paschall
news item in your June 8 newspaper.
The Paschalls were well known in your area, and I am already receiving good comments of your coverage of which you were so generous with
your space.
You did omit in Franklin Paschall's listed pastorates: Oak Grove Baptist Church near Puryear, Tenn., and Locust Grove Baptist Church near
Murray. They might have felt a little "left out" since they were so well
represented at the Nashville celebration!
The first church mentioned, Oak Grove, was Franklin's home church
where he professed faith in Jesus Christ in 1936 at the age of 14. They
also ordained him on April 27, 1941. This church was pastored by his
great-grandfather, T.C. Spann. He considered it a rare privilege to serve
as pastor of his home church where so many of his relatives and friends
held memberships.
The latter church mentioned here, Locust Grove Baptist Church near
Murray, was also pastored by his great-grandfather, J.C. Spann, for 29
years. This church will celebrate its sesquicentennial in October 1991. and
Franklin will be there to preach in the morning service on Oct. 20 - Deo
Volente (God willing).
Our thanks also to you for the obituary of my husband. C. Lindy Paschall's funeral and memorial services in February 1991. He had many
friends in and around Murray as he was a wholesale salesman there for
many years. Your article notified these friends of his passing and they
came to the Paris funeral home and memorial service through your kindness of printing. He and I attended Murray College as did my mother,
great uncle, aunt, daughter and grandson.
Thank you again.
Jo Paschall
428 Whitehall Cir., Paris, Tn. 38242

Reunion of_452nd Field Artillery
Dear Editor:
The 138th, 198th and 452nd Field Artillery Bns. Association will hold
its annual reunion on August 9, 10 and 11, 1991, at the Robert E. Newman VFW Post #3636, 4809 Poplar Level Road, Louisville. For further
information please call.
James L. Bates, Secretary
6512 Upper Hunters Trace Road. Louisville, K. 40216,

Family album showcases memories
Some time in the mid -1950's my
father gave my mother a Polaroid
Land Camera. Or maybe she give it
to him. However it went, the camera was officially hers as I remember it, though she never actually
took any pictures.
But my mother supervised picture taking sessions at various family gatherings, coaching my father
to capture the vision of their first
grandchild on her first birthday,
smiling angelically in her embroidered dress but bald as a brand new
cue ball.
Like anything even vaguely
mechanical, the camera was treated
with a combination of reverence
and impatience, for its correct use
required a combination of logic and
whimsy that my family found
daunting. Just reading the complicated directions for use of the camera made my father mutter and
gripe, much the way he did in putting up the Christmas tree each
year.
"I thought the damn thing was
automatic," he grumbled as he tried
to load the film. "One push of the
button and that's it. Humph."

Whimsy came into play in actually capturing candid shots of the
family, a trait that was sorely missing in the old snapshots taken in
the years before we got the Polaroid. From the scowls and frowns
evident on our faces in those pictures — taken with a standard issue
Brownie — discord was a byproduct of posing people for
snapshots.
I remember clearly the image in
an old shot of my father, brother
and two older sisters. One sister
has a smile of triumph, while the
other has her mouth set in a grim
pout. My brother is holding his arm
and sulking, as if recovering from a
gentle rearrangement of the family
landscape by my impatient father

right before the shutter clicked.
Another memorable image from
the family album is my mother, my
sister Jeanne, and I, at about 6
weeks old. My middle-aged mother
smiles weakly at the camera, looking up from the sqalling bundle in
her lap. Jeanne, still miffed over
losing her status as the baby, gazes
miserably into the lens, her face
puffy with recently-dried tears.
I suppose the Polaroid was
intended to transform family picture taking sessions into oases of
domestic harmony, like "Father
Knows Best" or "Ozzie and Harriet," but it didn't. In fact, as I
think back on it, the Polaroid
embodied the entire 50's decade,
with easy promises of instant grati-

fication that produced iffy results.
Touted as portable, the Polaroid
was carried in a bulky caramel
leather case with a padded shoulder
cruelly into the
strap that cut
shoulders of whoever was responsible for toting it. Inside the case
was a compartment in which the
camera was secured, as well as various slots to house film and other
paraphernalia, including the slim
tube of sealant that had to be
slicked across the surface of every
photo to ensure its lifelong clarity.
I came across some of those pictures the other day and saw how
they'd endured the years. Only two
— of scores of snapshots taken —
actually survived. They are faded
and blurry with fingerprints. The
only aspect that has lasted well is
the serrated edges of the pictures,
still like sharp teeth after thrity-odd
years in storage.
It makes me wonder why we
bothered to take pictures at all,
except to toy with technology. The
images of the past are etched in
memory. There are smiles, frowns,
tears even. Eternity hovers in the
background, in the cool, dark trees.
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A number ot us in the senate are lighting tor crucial changes in
a new federal highway bill that otherwise would_ amount to nothing
less than highway robbery of Kentucky motorists.
. At this writing. we are in the process of hammering out the best
Senate compromise we can get on the Surface Transportation Efficiency'
•
Act of 1991.
I want all Kentuckians to know exactly what we hate been fighting
for in the Senate -- and what we hate at stake as new .highw ay legislation moves through the Congress in the days and weeks ahead.
To put it simply, the original Senate bill would badly short-change
our highway programs. It would send hundreds of millions of dollars
from Kentucky. and other rural states to metropolitan centers in such
states as New York and New Jersey.
Advocates of this misguided proposal would raid our federal
Highway Trust Fund for mass-transit programs instead of rely ing, as
they should, on improved mass-transit legislation.
Kentucky has become.a "donor" state, meaning that we pay more
federal gasoline taxes into the trust fund than we get back for Kentucky
highway programs. '
We looked forward to devoting more of our gasoline taxes to
Kentucky programs now that the basic Interstate Highway System is,
finally completed. Instead, we were faced with a move to cut our share
of trust-fund allocations by an additional 10 percent.
Such a reduction would cost our state more than S1.37 million over
four years. It would undermine our transportation system, hurt the
cause of highway safety and deal a severe blow to the Kentucky economy
during a period of national recession.
I have joined with senators from a number of donor. states to block
this ridiculous assault on simple fairness, not to mention common sense.
We are now involved in negotiations to eliminate the proposed cut
and return more gasoline-tax dollars to our highly deserving states. And
I want you to know that I will not relent in this crucial battle for fairness
for Kentucky.
I am pleased to say that we have already amended the bill to
establish a 185,000 mile "national highway system,- which would be
the focus of federal highway funding in the future.
Kentucky is spending nearly SI billion a year on highway programs,
with just 18 percept coming from the trust fund. Our state has
prefinanced almost S70 million worth of work on the Appalachian!
Corridors network traversing Eastern Kentucky.
We are carrying more than our share of the transportation burden.
We have clearly earned any benefits resulting from the establishment
of an expanded national system of primary and interstate highways.
Improved transportation can continue to pave ttie way for
economic growth in Kentucky. We have many vital interests in the
highway bill now making its way through the Congress. I urge all
Kentuckians to support our fight to make sure that 'our state is never
left with 'a. federal highway bill leading us nowhere.

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
the editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer,
with the writer's address and telephone number included in ease verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). 'The
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray Ledger & Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

The great Quayle coverup
personally called Quayle to thank
Have you heard the latest Dan
for his efforts.
him
Quayle Joke? It goes like this:
CAL'S TIIOUGHTS
Singapore, Quayle delivered
In
when
Vice
How do you know
what was described as a "major
President Quayle is doing a good
to the Pacific Economic
speech"
job?
Cooperation Conference, a group
You never hear about him. Haof top Pacific Rim academics, busiha-ha!
Thomas
Cal
ness leaders and government offiWhen President Bush became ill
cials ("This was no Rotary Club
Syndicated cakunnist
last month, reporters and commenluncheon," said one Quayle staftators called for closer scrutiny of
fer). Neither this nor his meetings
determine
to
president
the vice
whether he is fit to be president. Japan, Redeker said, "The mechan- well. In Tokyo, he again pressed with any official were covered by
ical problem with his plane robbed for the final Japanese payment tow- American reporters.
Fine, said Quayle's staff. They
In Indonesia, Quayle met for
Quayle of a chance to improve his ard the cost of the Persian Gulf
had been asking for just such an
an hour with President Suharover
Quayle
after
days
War.
Two
image in Japan, an image here that
examination for some time.
a wide range of subhe
covering
to,
Washington,
to
returned
is
it
reason
the
what
of
Could
It hasn't come.
is a mere reflection
received a memo from Secretary of jects, including the disrupted island
be that Quayle is doing such a
back home."
Redeker then interviewed three the Treasury Nicholas Brady of East Timor, the Middle East,
good job that to report on his
accomplishments would make the Japanese on the streei "He looks informing him that the Japanese plywood exports, the Soviet Union,
public aware that what they have like Robert Redford," said one. government would contribute $100 defense matters, science and techbeen getting is a straw man ste- "He's not popular," said the sec- million a year for five years to nological issues and possibilities
reotype created by the press and ond. "I'm sorry, but I don't know "help promote democracy" in this for major American investments in
hemisphere. It was the payment the country. A flawless perforpromoted by Quayle detractors for (who he is)," said the third.
mance, which no one saw or read
An editor of a left-wing news- Quayle had requested.
political gain? The evidence seems
The Bush Administration also about.
to support such a conclusion.
paper said, "Everybody (in Japan)
According to one top Quayle
knows... he has a very low position expects to hear soon that Japan will
Shortly after the president fell
allow foreign rice into the country, staffer with considerable experiof prestiege."
ill, he asked Quayle to fill in for
On Quayle's European trip, con- something it has steadfastly refused ence in government, "I've dealt in
him at a Chicago speaking event.
the weekend of June 7, four to do in the past. Quayle also the State Department with substancluded
up
had
signed
Forty-eight reporters
tive people and the vice president
print journalists accompanied him, pressed this point on his visit.
to accompany the president on the
part
is up there with anyone I've dealt
Quayle's
in
to
And,
thanks
trip. When they heard Quayle was but none from the television netgoing instead, 47 of them canceled. works. A Quayle spokesman said intervention (though he was not with. He understands the issues."
The press ought to stop playing
On Quayle's visit to Asia last not even CNN, which seems to alone), the administration expects
up and start paying attention
cover
allow
to
Japanese
government
the
network
offer
covered
to
everything,
one
planned
month, only
cover
the trip and its coverge was any- much. if any, coverage, though the auto dealers in Japan to sell more to the vice president. Instead of
thing but fair. Quayle's plane was network had access to videotape than one brand of car, opening up portraying him stereotypically, h
delayed 18 hours in Alaska because from European television. A CNN possibilities for joint ventures with competence and grasp of is
of an equipment malfunction. spokesman said it would be up to American auto makers, just as ought to be considered. Th the
themABC's Bill Redeker used the delay producers to decide whether Quay- American dealers frequently sell American people will se
American and Japanese cars on the selves that Quayle is a good man
to indulge in more Quayle-bashing. le said anything newsworthy.
Actually, Quayle is representing same property. Presidents of two of who is doing a good job for his
Noting that Quayle had been schethe
in
president and the country quite the three big American auto makers president and for the country.
duled to attend an air show

State editorial roundup
The State Journal, Frankfort:

The good news — perhaps even the surprising news — is that Kentucky eighth graders are better at math than many probably expected. In fact.
as a result of the first state-by-state comparison of math skills in the
National Assessment of Educational Progress, Kentucky eighth graders
scored about the same as students in California and New York and better
than students in many of the neighboring Southeastern states.
The bad news — the real news — is that Kentucky students and students throughout the United States tested last year on their math skills
were shockingly ignorant of the most rudimentary arithmetic skills, skills
their parents and grandparents in all probability mastered far earlier in the
primary grades.
Even though Kentucky scored in about the middle of the 40 states, districts and territories where the tests were given, fewer than one student in
12 had mastered fractions, decimals, percentages and simple algebra.
Nationally, the record is dreadful. Many eighth graders across the country.

could not compute the weight of 50 pounds of tomatoes that averaged
2.36 pounds each.
U.S. Education Secretary Lamar Alexander said the test results show
failings that should be "an alarm bell that ought to ring all night throughout this country."
But, will schools — and especially parents — heed that alarm?
In recent years, we have all seen statistics like these, in which American high school and college students can't locate France on a map of Europe and have no idea of what the American Civil War was or when it was
fought. Speaking and writing their native language correctly is as foreign
to too many students as classical Greek. Employers, whether fast-food
restaurants or computer companies, routinely must educate their supposedly educated workers.
It is no exaggeration to say flatly that the ignorance of American students today poses a far greater danger to the nation's well-being than all
our foreign enemies combined.
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Anniversary reception
for Washers on Sunday

The Summer Youth Series of area Churches of Christ will be tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Andy Baker of
Danville will be the special guest speaker. All youth of the area and the
general public are invited to attend this special program tonight, said Raybo Dunn, youth diector, and John Dale, church minister.

Summer Youth Series/7:30
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Wednesday, June 19
Hazel Celiter/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Songfest cancelled Wednesday

Oaks Country Club will have Men's Stag Night on Thursday, June 20, at
5:30 p.m. Bob Barnett, Virgil Dick, Butch Elliott and Jimmy Felts will be in
charge of arrangements.

Canasta play Wednesday
A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weaks Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, June 19. This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.

Men's barbecue Thursday
Murray Country Club will have Men's Stag Night featuring a scramble and
barbecue ribletts, along with salad and baked potato, on Thursday, June 20.
Reservations for the meal at $7 person should be made by calling the pro
shop. The scramble at a cost of $5 a person will start at 5:30 p.m.

Seminar at church Wednesday
A nutrition seminar featuring low-fat, no choleswterol cooking and studies
into developing a healthier and happier lifestyle will be Wednesday. June
19, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church,5South 15th and
Sycamore Streets. Eunice May will be the coordinator for this second session of classes to last for six weeks. Cookbooks will be available to those
who choose to purchase them. The seminar is free and is open to the
public.

Open house on June 23
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Open house at Mayfield Boys' Treatment Center, located on Highway 45
South, Mayfield, will be Sunday, June 23, from 1 to 4 p.m. This center is a
part of the Calloway County School System. The public is invited to attend
this open house and see the work of the facility there, a center spokesperson said.

Quilt Lovers meeting tonight
Quilt Lovers of Murray and Calloway County will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 6 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Debbie Fisher of Mayfield will
present a lesson on 'The Template-Free Way to the Pineapple Block.' Carolyn Halford, member, said 'we will make one block Tuesday and for you to
learn this technique, you must participate in the program. You may share
supplies with one or two friends. Supplies needed will be rotary cutter and
mat, scissors, sewing machine, foot pedal, attachments, machine needles,
extension cord, ruler for rotary cutter with 1/4 inch and 45 degree angle
marked on it, pineapple rule would be best if you are buying a ruler, six inch
quitter's square (if possible), iron, ironing board, thread of a neutral color for
darks and lights, and fabric of 100 percent cotton, washed and pressed
9-inch square or bright color for center, 1/4 yard light solid color, 1/4 yard
dark color. A follow-up and finish-up day will be on Wednesday, June 19.
For more information call Mrs. Halford at 753-4710.
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Mr. and Mrs. James H. Washerrof 403 South 16th St., Murray, will be
honored in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, June
23.
A reception will be from 210 4 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Washer were married May 3, 1941, in Henry County,
Tenn. Their attendants were Ralph and Kathleen Riley.
Mrs. Washer, the former Melba Fay Cochran, is the daughter of the late
Virgil Cochran and Zepha Hargrove Cochran.
Mr. Washer is the son of the late James H. Washer Sr. and Robbie
Butterworth Washer.
Their children are Jamie D.; Washer and wife, Shirley, and Mrs. Jere
Glover and husband, Dan, all of Murray. Mrs. Jackie Maupin and husband, Dale, of Albuquerque, N.M., and Tony C. Washer and wife, Elizabeth, of Mexico, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Washer have eight grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.

Nominations for Lovey
Raburn Award sought
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is seeking nominations
for the 1991 Lovey Raburn Award.
The award is presented annually
to a citizen whose service and support have made contributions in the
areas of mental health, mental
retardation, or substance abuse.
The 1990 Lovey Raburn Award
recipient was LuAnn West of
Graves County.
The reception will be awarded a
plaque at the board's 25th anniverary annual dinner meeting on
Thursday, Sept. 12, at the Execu-

Queen contestant

Dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Thursday, June 13, have been
released as follows:

Elkins reunion June 29

Senior golf play at 8 a.m.
Senior Golf League at Miller Memorial Golf Course will start at 8 a.m. on
Wednesday. June 19. Members and interested golfers are asked to note the
earlier starting time for Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Brent Keith Canter of Mt. Juliet, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Anna Elyse, weighing eight pounds 111/2 ounces, measuring
203/4 inches, born on Monday, June 10, at Vanderbilt University Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. The mother, former Molly Arthur, is an R.N. at Vanderbilt
University Hospital where the father is an R.R.T. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Canter of At. 1, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Arthur of Russellville, Ala. Great-grandparents include Mrs. Irbanelle White and Mrs.
Mary Canter, Murray.

Megan Nichole Morgan born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Morgan, Rt. 8, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Megan Nichole, weighing six pounds two ounces, measuring 183/4 inches,
born on Tuesday, May 28, at 9:37 a.m. They have another daughter, Brittany Michelle Morgan. Grandparents are Max and Virginia Morgan, Rt. 8,
Murray, and Phillip and Linda Morrison, Hwy. 497, Aurora. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Calton Morgan of Murray.

Live Inn, Paducah.
The award, created in 1977, is
named in honor of Lovey Raburn
of Carlisle County who died while
serving on the board.
Nominations should include a
brief summary of the candidate's
activities, and an explanation of
why that person deserves the
award.
Nominations should be sent to:
Lovey Raburn Award, Western
Kentucky Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board, Inc.,
P.O. Box 7287, Paducah, Ky.
42002-7287.
Ginny Hutson, board spokesperson, said the deadline for nominations is July 15, 1991.

Local hospital
lists dismissals
and expiration

Ladies In Fellowship Together will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. Nancy Holler is the group leader.
The ladies are planning a yard sale in August and a bazaar in November
with proceeds to go to the church. All ladies of the community are invited to
attend.

Anna Elyse Canter born
iveraged

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Ladies event at Good Shepherd

The descendants of Dillard Elkins will have their family reunion on Saturday, June 29, in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. The activities will begin at 11 a.m.
with a potluck meal to be served. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend and to note the day is Saturday.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Bible School/6:30 p.m.

Members and guests of the Young-At-Heart Club at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will have an Hawaiian potluck luncheon at 12 noon on Wednesday,
June 19, in the Parish Center. Participants are requested to attend in colorful attire (shirts, skirts, flowers in hair, mumus, etc.,) or pay a fine of 25
cents. An Hawaiian atmosphere with music, food and program is on the
agenda.

Oaks' Men's Stag Night 'Thursday

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

Thursday Ladies Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, June 20, at 8:30 a.m. Four groups will play at the club courts and the
fifth group will play at Calloway County High School. The groups are as follows: Court I - Martha Andrus, Shirley Homra, Cheryl Gressler and Nancy
Whitmer; Court II - Rainey Apperson, Ellen Harrell, Georgianna Moffitt and
Cyndi Cohoon; Court III - Judy Mastera, Martha Lawrence, Sue Overbey
and Carolyn Cunningham; Court IV - Kay Mack, Alice Rouse, Jeannette
Williams and Frances Hulse; Court V - Laura Miller, Wilda Purdom, Marion
Posey and Norma Frank.

Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will not hold its
monthly Songfest on Wednesday, June 19, at Fern Terrace Lodge. Sara
VanMeter, coordinator for the event, said the event will be not be held during the months of June, July and August. The group hopes to start the
monthly songfest in September at Fern Terrace Lodge.

Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Wednesday, June 19
luncheon/I2 noon/Parish Center,
St. Leo's Catholic Church.

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce building. Infor/Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

Tennis play Thursday

Lori Allison England, daughter
of Larry and Jobeth England,
915 Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray, is a contestant in the 1991
Murray-Calloway County Fair
Queen Contest to be July 29 at 7
p.m. at Murray State College
Lovett Auditorium. The event is
sponsored by Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. England is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
where she was a member of
Speech Team for four years. This
past year she earned the honor of
State Champion in Original
Oratory at the Kentucky High
School Speech League State
Tournament. She is a member of
Playhouse in the Park's Young
Actors' Guild. She enjoys swimming, dancing and traveling
throughout the nation. She plans
to attend Murray State University to major in Corporate and
Organizational communication
toward a career in Marketing
and Public Relations.

Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Taylor, 307 Third St.,
Hazel; Au burn Medlock, 820 Curtis,
Paris, Tenn ; Mrs. Cheryl Lewis, Box
1343, Murray;
Miss Frankie Jo Hite, Rt 10, Box
620, Benton. Mrs. Nell Woods, 522
South Seventh St., Murray;
Mrs. Trilby Cunningham, 1402
Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs Margaret
Cathis, At 3, Box 293, Murray;
Roman Boehm, Rt. 2, Box 221,
Springville, Tenn.; Mrs. Eva Jackson,
Rt. 1, Box 144, Dexter;
Mrs. Tina Griggs, At. 1, Box 47A,
Kirksey; Burt Mead Kinsland, At. 5,
Box 676, Murray; Roger Johnson, At.
1, Box 275A, Almo,
William Watson, At 1, Box 644,
Hardin; James Edward Bright, 202
Sunset, Fulton, Mrs. Arvada Louicelle
McKnight, At. 1, Box 137, Almo:
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LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC: Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
Blood River Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
New Providence Baptist Church
Bible School/9 a.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
First Christian Church Chancel
Choir practice/7:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Day Camp/9:30 a.m.;
Youth Summer Supper/6 p.m.:
Library open/6:30 p.m.; Business
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Evangelism Work
Arean p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting and
Sunday School Planning/8 p.m.
First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-week Bible Study and
youth or ganizations/7 p.m.

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Folsomdale/9-11 a.m. and Hickory Post Office/12-2 p.m.
Bereavenment Support
Group/9:30 a.m./Hospice Office,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Senior Golf League/8 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Songfest of Church Women
United/cancelled at Fern Terrace
Lodge.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parentsand
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

Murray Country Club Ladies
Golf Play/9 a.m.

We are pleased to announce
that Sandra Cook, bride-elect
of Scott Lusk, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Sandra and Scott will be
married June 29, 1991.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

West Kentucky Allied Services
board electiois/7 p.m./WeaksCenter.
Douglass High School Alumni
planning meetings/6 p.m. and 7:30
p.m./Willis Center.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners at 5:15 p.m./regular
meeting at 5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Young-At-Heart Hawaiian potluck

Huong Dinh
bride-elect of
Sean Kelly
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Laura
Foster, bride-elect of
Ken Foye, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Laura and Ken
will be married June
29, 1991.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Expiration
Mrs. Eura Crisp, West View Nursing
Home.

ONE WEEK ONLY
through Saturday June 22nd

Nursing Home Gowns & Dusters
24-hour Program Information
(502) 7.53-3314

20%

New Styles Arriving Soon!
Off
San Souci Lingerie I Exquisite Form Bras & Girdles

40% on

20% Off

/
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SPORTS
Champ Payne drinks to his U.S.Open success
CHASKA, Minn.(AP) — Champagne, courtesy of Champ
Payne, flowed after the U.S. Open, but plain water made the
difference.
There would have been no bubbly, no tears of joy streaming down Payne Stewart's face, if his tee shot on No. 8 in the
playoff Monday hadn't plunked into a pond, struck a shallow
rock and popped back out onto dry land.
He might still be playing with Scott Simpson, each of them
trying to cope with the vagaries of wind-blown, sun-baked
Hazeltine National, if Simpson's tee shot on No. 17 had not
ricocheted into a tiny water trap.
"To win championships, you have to have some good
breaks," said Stewart, who celebrated in a style reminiscent
of the late Champagne Tony Lema by wheeling cases of
bubbly into his press conference.
With a little luck and a lot of gutsy golf, Stewart beat
Simpson 75 to 77 to claim his second major title. Stewart, the
1989 PGA champion, now is aiming for the British Open and
the Masters to complete his goal of a career Grand Slam.
"It, wasn't outstanding golf, but the golf course was very

difficult today," said Stewart, whose winning score was the made birdie to Stewart's par.
Stewart's first lucky break came on No. 8 when his tee shot
worst in a U.S. Open playoff since Tommy Armour's 76 in
1927. "It tested your patience. It tested your ability. It tested struck a submerged rock in the pond and popped out onto the
rough amid cheers from the huge crowd.
your fortitude. I'm fortunate to be the champion."
"When that happened, I said to myself,'Maybe this is your
Stewart rapped his knuckles on a table and said the greens
day,— Stewart said.
were that hard.
Thankful not to have a penalty stroke against him, he
"If the greens were like this all week long, even-par would
have run away with it." he said. "It was a grind out there." chipped out nicely to the green but two-putted for bogey when
Stewart, who held or shared the lead each day, jumped his first putt from 3% feet lipped the cup and spun out.
Meanwhile, Simpson was showing more emotion than usual
ahead in the playoff as Simpson bogeyed the first two holes to
pick up where he left off Sunday, when he bogeyed two of the as the match wore on, dropping his putter in disgust a few
times and kicking his iron after going over the green into the
last three.
. rough on the 8th to set up a bogey.
But Simpson evened the match with a brilliant approach'
They drew back to a tie at 2-over on the 10th as Simpson
shot from the light rough along the fairway on No. 5 that
settled 3 feet from the pin. He knocked the ball in for a birdie, missed a putt for par from 4 feet.
Stewart reclaimed the lead briefly when Simpson bogeyed
while Stewart made a bogey-5 after hooking his second shot
into the rough beside a bunker and chipping it short into the the 13th by three-putting from 45 feet, but gave it back on the
14th with a bogey to Simpson's birdie on a 20-foot putt from
sand.
Simpson took a one-stroke lead on No. 7 when he chipped the fringe.
from the rough 25 feet from the pin to 4 feet past the cup and (Cont'd on page 7)

MSU volleyball team anxious to test new recruits
By TIM TUCKER
MU Sports Intorrostion

Don't blame Murray State volleyball coach Oscar Segovia if he's
already anxious for the fall. He
simply can't wait to see what he
calls his best ever recruiting class
in action in Racer uniforms.
"We've signed an all-American,
two California girls, a blue-chip
athlete from Arkansas," the _fifthyear coach said. "We also return
two all-OVC players. We can't
wait to get the season started."
The Racers, Ohio Valley Conference Tournament runners-up last
year, open their 1991 season Aug.
31 at the Commonweatlh Classic in
Louisville, battling three other state
teams for Bluegrass volleyball
supremacy. That's followed by
another tournament at Wright State
University in Dayton, Ohio, site of
this season's National Invitational
Volleyball Championship (Dec.
5-7), where the OVC traditionally
sends its champion.
The Racers begin their 11-match
home schedule Sept. 17 against
Southern Indiana University in

SULL1VANS
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER
Par 3 Golf Course 300
3 00
Golf Carts
Lighted Driving
Range
2.00
Miniature Golf
1.75
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
50c
Lessons By Appointment:
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1 1 52
MURRAY, KY.

California is like a football team
getting players from Texas or a
basketball team tapping Memphis
or Chicago."

Racer Arena.
"We again tried to play a tough
schedule," Segovia said. "We'll
play four 1990 national invitational
tournament teams (Arkansas Sate,
Eastern Kentucky, Memphis State,
and Wright State) and one NCAA
Tournament team (Louisville) this
season.

Segovia is hopeful that his first
dip into the California poll willl be
successful this fall. Freshman
Roseanne Brown of Pleasanton,
Calif., and junior Renee Bailey of
Fulllerton provide a deep-rooted
knowledge of the game and yearround experience.

"We're striving to get much
more recognition across the country, as we're maintaining a good
rapport with other conferences and
we're recruiting on the West Coast
and throughout the South.

Segovia is also high on freshman
Sarah Dearworth of Cabot, Ark.
and junior college all-American
Beth Bair of Belleville, Ill.
"We've got a great group coming back like Jill Doty, who's a
candidate for OVC Player of the
Year, Belinda Rubio and Denise
Donnelly," Segovia said
•
Doty was a first-team All-OVC
pick, Donnelly was All-OVC freshman, and Rubio is the team captain
along with Doty. Segovia hopes the
newcomers will mesh with the veterans to regain the cohesiveness
that made his last three teams so
successful.

A goal-setter by nature, Segovia's objective by season's end is to
return to the post-season NIVC
Tournament, which he indirectly
credits for bringing about an
upgraded schedule and top recruits.
"The commitment I had in developing an OVC championship team
in 1989 got my foot-in the door,"
he said. "It was at the WIVC (as
the tournament was known before
this year) that I met Dr. Dave
Epperson of the Volleyball
Festival."
The Volleyball Festival, an
annual event held each July at the
University of California-Davis, features more than 5,000 girls and
coaches participating in teaching
and playing volleyball. As head of
the delegation for Kentucky, Segovia says he got in contact with several West Coast coaches at the Festival and is hopeful that he can create a regular stream of players from
the region.
"The talent pool is there," Segovia said. "Our getting players from

"I can think of four factors that
sold our program on these ladies,"
Segovia said. "No. 1 was the progress we've made in four years,
coming up from the bottom of the
OVC to champions. No. 2 is
academics. Our having the best
athletics academic record the past
four years is a good recruiting tool.
especially for the student who is
serious about getting a degree.
"No. 3 is our championship and
national tournament appearance in

at Commonwealth Classic
Aug. 31
(Louisville, Western, Morehead)
Sept. 1
at Raider Classic
Sept. 6
(Wright State, Loyola, UConn, Ohio)
Sept. 7
at Evansville
Sept. 9
SOUTHERN INDIANA
Sept. 17
at Tennessee State*
Sept. 18
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
Sept 24
MIDDLE TENNESSEE*
Sept. 28
at Southeast Missouri*
Oct 1
CINCINNATI
Oct. 4
TENNESSEE STATE*
Oct 8
at Eastern Kentucky*
Oct. 11
at Morehead*
Oct. 12
at Austin Peay*
Oct. 15
at Middle Tennessee*
Oct. 18
at Tennessee Tech*
Oct. 19
at Brescia College
Oct. 22
at Kentucky Wesleyan
Oct. 22
DePaul (JoneshorO.Ark.)
Oct. 26
at Arkansas, State
Oct. 26
EVANSVILLE
Oct. 29
EASTERN KENTUCKY*
Nov. 1
MOREHEAD STATE*
Nov. 2
at Memphis State
Nov. 8
Ole Miss (Memphis)
Nov. 9
Arkansas State (Memphis)
Nov. 9
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI*
Nov. 12
AUSTIN PEAY STATE*
Nov. 16
at Arkansas State
Nov. 19
Nov. 22-24 Ohio Valley Conference Tourney
(Cookeville, Tenn.)
Dec. 5-7 National Invitational Championship
(Dayton. Ohio)
1989 and our schedule in 1990
which featured some Top 20 teams.
And No. 4 is the university itself.
This is a great place to come for an
education, to play volleyball and to
make a name for yourself."
"The girls we're bringing in this

year have been surprised to see the
fan support we get. The people in
the community tell me they enjoy
watching volleyball, whether it's
for the first time or the 10th time.
They enjoy the new sport in town
and we hope to see them this fall."

Orioles end Twins' streak
GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL •
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

By The Associated Press

The Minnesota Twins knew they
had to lose eventually. They probably didn't expect it to happen so
.Over '5 yrs Experence
suddenly.
•.n•ty.cy 6 Erten°,
The Twins, who won four onerun games and two in extra innings
during a team-record 15-game winning streak, were three outs away
from going 16-for-16 in June.
Instead, relief ace Rick Aguilera
allowed a sacrifice fly to Joe Orsulak and a two-out, two-run double
to Randy Milligan to give the Baltimore Orioles a stunning 6-5 victory Monday night.
"It was inevitable," a philosophical Kirby Puckett said of the
loss. "It's like living and dying.
"OWNS.'
Installation and Service
We're all going to die one day, we
just don't know when. We didn't
know when we were going to lose,
and we hoped it would be later
753-4563
512 South 12th (641 South)
than sooner, but today was just the
day for it to happen."
It didn't look that way until the
1
✓
bottom of the ninth, when the law
of averages caught up to the Twins.
August Class Now Forming
•Addltionel Self Confidence I
•Communicate More Effectively

AARAR unnaft

(
1.761m,

1991 Racer volleyball schedule

FOR THE LOW
PRICES IN TOWN.

D&W Auto Glass Shop

Two singles, a sacrifice and
Orsulak's fly ball produced a run.
Manager Tom Kelly then defied
conventional baseball wisdom by
ordering Aguilera to walk hothitting Cal Ripken — putting the
winning run on base.
Aguilera got ahead of Milligan
1-and-2, but Milligan hit the, next
pitch into left-center and both runners scored easily.
"That's the right thing to do, I
believe," Kelly said of the walk to
en. "Rick just put the pitch
R
pliaptke:,
right down the middle of the
Puckett, the Twins' center fielder, knew instantly that the ball
was out of his reach.
"I knew as soon as he hit it, it
was right in-between Dan Gladden
and I, Puckett said. "There was
nothing you could do about it"
guaes
s mieerxiacsan10,LeKaans
gam
Ineso,thiterwaA
City 9 in 10 innings; California 4,
Boston 2; and Milwaukee 5, Oakland 0.

The Twins overcame a two-run
deficit in the fifth on Chuck Knoblauch's RBI single and Puckett's
run-scoring grounder. They took a
4-3 lead in the seventh on Puckett's
two-out double and Kent Hrbek's
run-scoring single, then added what
appeared to be an insurance run in
the eighth on Al Newman's RBI
single off Mark Williamson (1-2).
All that became meaningless
when Aguilera (2-3), who pitched
three innings on Sunday and got
the win in a 4-2, 10-inning victory
over Cleveland, couldn't get the
last out.
"Rick is going to keep his chin
up, and Tommy's not afraid to put
him back in and I'm not afraid to
play behind him," Hrbek said. "I
want him back out there in that
situation again."
Nor are the Twins going to
mourn their streak.
"It's over with. The guys didn't
get excited about winning the 15
games because we have a long way
to go," Hrbek said. "We were
pretty low-key about it."

DALE CARNEGIE COURSE® 1_
•I
I
Wilson pinch hits to lift Cards over Giants
.Acquire a Better Understanding of -Control Tension and Anxiety
-Remember Names
Human Relations
I
-Gain Leadership Abilities
Presented by Charles D. Eubank 6 Assoc. Inc.
Dale Carnegie Founder
747 Oak Hill Road
•
I,
Evansville, Indiana 47711-5369
I "Accredited by the Council for Continuing Education I Training"
▪
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Craig Wilson, batting
.156, pinch hit for Milt Thompson, a .368 hitter, with
I
the game on the line Monday night.
In this case, St Louis manager Joe Torre said, you
I
throw out the averages.
could
I
"When you're calling for a pinch hitter, you're not
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TERRY LILES 1-800-262-5448. counting batting averages," Torre said.
III
mg am am mg Imo Imo am inn am
L am ow am
Wilson delivered a two-out, game-tying RBI single
off Dave Righetti in the eighth, and the Cardinals
went ahead in the ninth on Geronimo Pena's sacrifice
fly to complete a 5-4 victory over the San Francisco
Giants.
"I'd asked Thompson if he'd ever faced Righetti
As Few As 12 For $4.50 ea.: 144 For S2.25 ea
before." Torre said. "And when .he said, 'No, but
Businesses - Clubs - Organizations
maybe in Double A somewhere,' that made it an easy
Open Iii 8
call. And Righetti can be tough on left-handers.'
Mon.-Fri.
Wilson, a right-handed batter who hit for the leftThompson, said he was happy to carry out the
handed
9:30-5 Sat.
vote of confidence.
753-7743
"I've been productive as a pinch hitter, but I
haven't had many hits as a starter," Wilson said. "I
Next to Wal-Mart
Cidr
/'
never get down. I know I'm capable of producing. I'm

I

PRINTED CAPS

glad he called on me."
Righetti was close to working out of a jam he inherited with runners at first and third and no outs. He got
two outs, and then ran the count to 2-2 before Wilson
delivered the big hit.
"To come in with runners on first and third with no
outs is very difficult," Righeui said. "But when you
get the two outs, you feel you can get out of it. It was
just real close, but it just didn't work out."
It nearly almost didn't work out for Cardinals
reliever Lee Smith, either. He had to strike out hothitting rookie Mark Leonard to end the game after a
single and error put the tying and winning runs on
base in the Giants ninth.
"Tonight, I got him," Smith said. "But he's going
to be here awhile, and someday he'll get me."
Todd Zeile doubled to start the ninth off Righetti
(2-3) and went to third on Tom Pagnozzi's sacrifice
bunt. Pena, who entered the game as a pinch-runner
on the eighth, flied to deep right to score Zeile with
the winning run.
Juan Agosto (4-1) pitched the eighth to pick up the
victory.

Sports Writer
Jim LITKE
Associated Press
CHASKA, Minn. (AP) —
Few would have guessed he
was made of such stern stuff.
Talented?
Undeniable.
Self-assured?
Without a doubt.
Steady, humorous, devoted, r
hard-working?
All of those things.
But until Payne Stewart lifted
his putter above his head on
Monday and left Scott Simpson
in the shadows of late afternoon
on a stretch of prairie in
Minnesota, real courage was a
trait he seemed so short on that
few people would have vouched
that they had ever observed it
anywhere near him.
They did not see him struggling with grief after the death
of his father in 1985, or
remember how he donated the
$108,000 purse from his first
win afterwards to a hospital in
Bill Stewart's memory. They did
not see him wrestling with the
problems of a chronically bad
back or working to overcome
the debilitating effects of a
pinched nerve earlier this year
that deadened nearly all the
sensation in his left arm.
Instead, most people were
blinded by the flashy outfits,
the cock-of-the-walk strut and
the long, strong, beautifully
paced swing. They remember
him standing by, wide-eyed, as
Raymond Floyd ran over him it
the 1986 U.S. Open at Shinnecock Hills. And when they
looked for a reason why there
was a dearth in what should
have been, by age 34, an
already impressive championship
log, they always pointed to
Payne Stewart's heart.
"To be the champion," the
newly crowned U.S. Open
champion said. "is what I work
for and what Scott works for,
and it's just too bad both of us
couldn't be the champion,
because we put on a good
show. It wasn't outstanding golf,
but the golf course was difficult
today. It tested your patience, it
tested your ability.
....IL tested your fortitude," he
added, "and I'm fortunate to be
the champion."
Stewart's critics had maintained that he had too much
fortune and not enough fortitude
when he won his first major,
the 1989 PGA Championship,
and his performance in the
meantime had done surprisingly
little to revise that opinion. And
so the lasting image of that
victory became Mike Reid
slumped over his putter after
dropping three strokes to par
over the last two holes — not
Stewart tearing up the back in
31 and closing with a flurry of
birdies.
But the way he performed
Monday, crawling out of a twostroke ditch over the final three
holes for the second consecutive
day — first to earn a shot at
the playoff on Sunday, then
again to win the national
championship — surely will go
a long wa in swapping one
picture for the other. As will
his magna iimity in victory.
"The fi st one is sweet,"
Stewart ri plied when asked to
compare I.is wins in the majors,
"but a lit of people say that I
backed ir to that one. I don't
feel like I backed into this one.
I played my ass off and I never gave up."
Simpson handed him a arm
stroke lead leaving the gate
Monday, but by the 13th hole,
Stewart had given them back
and was one behind. And by
the time they reached No. 16,
Hazeltine National's signature
hole and toughest by far
throughout the championship,
Simpson's lead had swelled to
two strokes.
During Sunday's final round,
Stewart had failed to cash in
on successive birdie putts at
Nos. 15, 16 and 17, the middle
one an eminently makeable
4-footer.
On Monday, after his charges
at a 'half-dozen previous holes
had been dulled by putts that
behaved as if the cup were
covered with cellophane, Stewart
stood in the 16th fairway 154
yards away from the flag and
blocked by a tree. He had an
8-iron in his hand.
"Scott hit a good shot up
there on the green, which he
(Cont'd on page 7)
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LITTLE LEAGUE

COLT LEAGUE

Dennison Hunt upset unbeaten Storeys
4-3 while Fraternal Order of Police
downed Pickens Supply, 12 10 Sean
Stonecipher was the winning pitcher and
pined David Gavin viith base hits tor
Dennison Hunt Trent Wilson singled and
tripled while John David Poynor doubled
and Shane Fox and Shawn Gordon each
singled David Perlow was the winning
pitcher for FOP, while Steve Ingersoll
had two hits, Jason Gilliam doubeld and
Craig Coles and Derrick Bramley each
singled Jason Eaves led Pickens with a
pair of triples, while Jell Nix singled and
tripled, Buzz Paul tripled and Seth GIO
gan and Brent Underhill both singled

Dennison Hunt defeated Mayfield No 2
12 6 in Colt League play Monday
Jeremy Latimer was 4 lor 4 at the plate
while Ken Carmode drove in six runs
Darren Gann had two hits as did Adam
Furgerson as the two combined to do the
mound work for Dennison Hunt

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
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Thornton Marble and Ryan Milk were
winners in Monday's Kentucky League
play Thornton Marble defeated Office
Products, 12 1 T J Fike had three hits
with a double, while Chris Baurer was the
winning pitcher and doubled Scott Lowe
tripled for Office Produots Ryan Milk
shutout Hodge, Noel and Associates
13-0 Ryan Gelb tripled and teamed up
with Joey McKeel for the shutou Brian
Settle had three hits with a double for
Ryan Milke Josh Oakley and Adam
McClure each singled for Hodge Noel
and Associates

PARK LEAGUE
Wal-Mart and Kopperud Realty were
winners in Park League play Monday
Wal-Mart defeated Ryan Milk, 27-7 Josh
Seavers led the way with tour hits including two homers while Brian Adams, Austin Webb, Will Norsworthy, Drew Henry,
Josh Sykes, Chris Hudspeth, and Josh
Michaelson all had three hits while Justin
Sharp had a homer and two hits. Chase
Wallace homered over the fence for
Ryan Milk while Bret Storey and Brian
Asher each had three hits and Gary
Mathias had two hits Kopperud defeated
Murray Mold and Die Rodney Emerson,
Brandon Morris, Charles Scott and John
Kopperud all had four hits for Kopperud,
while Justin Maynard, Sam Reynolds and
Mathew Duke had three hits and Derek
Stalls had two hits Brad Thurmond,
Jonathan Duncan, Jay Boggess and Kyle
Kirks all had two hits for Murray Mold and
Die
•In Park League play Saturday, Kroger
edged Holland Medical, 16-15. Chris
Felts had lour has for Kroger, while Clint
Stewart had three hits, while Patrick
Greer, Jeremy Harper, Kyle Morris and
Brandon Williams had two hits each Justin Holland, keith Wright, Dustin Lax and
Greg Wilson all homered for Murray Mold
and Die, while Brett Howard had three
hits and Jeremy Bolls had two hits

MIDDLE DIVISION
SOFTBALL
West Kentucky Insurance defeated
Rudy's, Bank of Murray defeated Showcase, and Confidential Investigations
defeated Bank of Murray in Middle Owl;
son softball play. WKI were 8-3 winners,
with Kim Henson hitting a triple, Leah
Haverstock socking a double, and Jean
Maddox banging out three hits Catherine
Riley had four hits for Rudy's while Erin
Ford tripled In the second game, Bank of
Murray was a 5-4 winner while Amberly
Vance singled, doubled and tripled and
Jessica Norsworthy tripled and homered
Christin Griffith and Kell' Morris doubled
for Showcase, while Stacy Bedwell
doubled and tripled In the third game,
Tiffany White doubled and Monica Lay
tripled as Confidential Investigations was
a 13-4 winner Courtney Christopher
doubled and Jessica Prescott had two
hits for Bank of Murray
•In the Middle Division standings, Rudy's
is 5-3, Bank of Murray and Confidential
Investigations are both 5-4 while Showcase and West Kentucky Insurance are
3-5.

KIRKSEY LEAGUES
Art Craft/Public Ice defeated Peoples
Bank/Ross Insurance in softball play.
while Murray CablevisiontCountry Store
defeated Hardin Grain/Ryan Milk in Park
League play Joanna Peck was the win
rung pitcher Art CrattiPublic Ice, while
Amanda Davis tripled and Holly Leslie
and Efisha Smith drove in runs Regina
Tabers drove in a run for Peoples Bank:
Ross Insurance, while Amanda Overby
drove in two In the Park League contest
Bradley Shaw and Matt Thorn each
doubled

RUNNING
MSU professor Adam Lanning finished
second in the men's over-60 division of
the Ridgerunner Triathlon in Jonesboro,
Ark in 1 36 40 His daugher, Thiese Harnett of Newport, R I., finished in 1 40 30
in her first ever triathlon

BASEBALL
HOUSTON (AP) — Houston Astroa
owners, unsatisfied with attempts so tar
to sell the team, will entertain offers from
cities without franchises, the investment
banker managing the sale said. Louis
Sussman, senior managing director of
Salomon Bros. in Chicago, also said a
"quite well-known" potential buyer had
been negotiating with the Houston Sports
Association and was committed to keeping the team in Houston National League
owners have said they will not support
any move by HSA president John McMullen to sell the team to out-of-town buyers
who could move the team.
NEW YORK (AP) — No decision has
been made on Cincinnati Reds reliever
Rob Dibble's appeal of two suspensions
and fines pending against him by the
National League. Dibble, who met with
NL president Bill White and representatives of the players' union, is appealing
two disciplinary actions from the NL. He
received a three-day suspension and a
$1,000 fine for throwing a pitch behind
Houston shortstop Eric Yelding on April
11, and a four-day suspension arid a
$1,000 fine for heaving a ball into the
stands at Riverfront Stadium on April 28
The ball struck Meg Porter, a school
teacher, on the elbow NL spokeswoman
Katy Feeney declined to say when White
would issue his decisions on the appeals
NEW YORK (AP) — Cecil Fielder of
Detroit gained on Mark McGwire of Oakland for the starting spot at first base in
the latest results of balloting for the
American League All-Star team Last
week, McGwire led by nearly 20,000 votes In the latest count. Fielder cut it 10
12,092 McGwire has 256,612 votes,
Fielder 244,529. There were no changes
among the leaders at the other positions.
Sandy Alomar of Cleveland led at catcher, Roberto Alomar of Toronto at second
base, Cal Ripken of Baltimore at shortstop, and Wade Boggs of Boston at third
base The top three in the outfield were
Ken Griffey Jr , Rickey Henderson and
Dave Henderson. The All-Star Game will
be played July 9 at the SkyDome in
Toronto.
NEW YORK (AP) — Boston first baseman Carlos Quintana and Kansas City
outfielder Danny Tartabull were named
co-players of the week in the American
League and Montreal pitcher Dennis
Martinez was selected National League
player of the week. Quintana was
10-for-20 with two homers and eight RBIs
for the period from June 10-16. Tartabull
was 9-for-22 with tour homers, 12 RBIs
and a 1 000 slugging percentage. Martinez had a 2-0 record with a 0.56 ERA

Mills heads list of those
named to KHSAA Hall of Fame
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Tom Mills, who is stepping down as commissioner of the Kentucky High School Athletic Association on June 30,
heads a list of 21 people named to the Dawahare's-KHSAA Hall of Fame.
The induction ceremony will be March 24, 1992, in Louisville, the day
before the start of the KHSAA state basketball tournament.
Mills began his tenure as commissioner in 1975, becoming the third
person to head the governing body of high school athletics. He will serve
as a consultant for building the new headquarters and Hall of Fame scheduled to be completed in 1992.
Mills played football and basketball at Pineville High School and
coached at Perryville before holding administrative posts in the Stanford,
Harlan and Frankfort school systems.
Other inductees are:
—John "Sonny" Allen — All-state basketball player in leading Breckinridge Training to the state championship in 1946 and coached school to
Sweet 16 in 1963.
—Henry B. Bell — Standout basketball player for Lexington Douglass
from 1955-58, leading the school to a runner-up position in the state and
national black tournament in 1955. He has been a leading official since
1974.
—Bowman "Bo" Davenport --- All-state basketball player and baseball and football standout for Bowling Green in 1943. Coached Edmonson
County to state title in 1976. Compiled a 526-432 record.
—Jeff Fitch — Three-time champion in the state wrestling meet during
his career at Woodford County that began when he was a sixth-grader.
His seven-year record was 167-10-1 and he won 101 consecutive matches.
—Elmer T. "Baldy" Gilb — Outstanding three-sport athlete at Newport High in the 1920s. He coached Lexington Henry Clay to two appearances in state basketball tourney.
—Joe G. Gilly — Coached Harlan to tl* state basketball title in 1944.
He was a star in three sports at Harlan and coaches those sports — compiling a 320-151 record in basketball, 109-42 in football and 204-64 in
baseball.
—K. Adele Gleaves Haswell — World-class gymnast while at Louisville Seneca. She won all seven events in the 1970 state meet.
—James Jeter — Won the state track championship in the mile four
times and holds the record in both the 800- and 1600-meter runs. Also
earned all-state recognition in basketball at North Hardin in 1981.
—John Simms "Shipwreck" Kelly — Led Springfield to a 7-0 record
in 1927, scoring 132 of his team's 223 points.
—Bob Miller — Star athlete at Bellevue in football, basketball, track
and swimming. Coached Newport to iitwo mythical football titles. Had a
lifetime coaching record of 120-89-11 in football.
--Terry Lee Mills — All-state basketball player in leading Knox Central to state tournament in mid-1960s. Finished as school's all-time leading
scorer with 1,632 points.
—Ed Miracle — Highly successful football coach in guiding Lynch to
four Class A titles and four runner-up finishes. His basketball teams won
more than 300 games and won seven district titles.
—B. Joan Mitchell — Coached basketball, volleyball and softball.
Helped start girls' sports in northern Kentucky and was instrumental in
bringing women to the KHSAA Board of Control.
—Patrick M. Payne — Only coach to win state basketball championships in boys' and girls' tournaments, leading Hazard girls in 1930 and
Ha7ard boys in 1932. Also coached football coach at Hazard and basketball at Louisville Manual.
—Jim Pickens — Standout football and basketball player at Princeton
Butler and successful football and baseball coach at Elizabethtown, Danville and Bowling Green.
—James H. Phillips — Played for Tolu team that reached state basketball final in 1931. He coached Clinton Central to 1941 state tourney and
to the regional tournament nine times between 1945-56.
—George Sauer — Outstanding football player at Louisville Male in
1949. Football coach at Louisville Shawnee from 1960-65. Served as
KHSAA president in 1976-77.
—Phil Simms -- Standout football and baseball player at Louisville
Southern in 1970s, leading team to Class AAAA football finals as quarterback. Led New York Giants to Super Bowl championship.
—Oran C. Teater — Football, track and basketball player at Paintsville
in late 1930s. Coached all sports at his alma mater. Served two terms on
KHSAA Board of Control.
—Paul M. Young — Played football, basketball and track at Louisville
St. Xavier. Served as school's athletics director from 1980-88 and helped
KHSAA conduct state championships in several sports.

winning form, but he expunged the
doubts that lingered from another
close Open when he lost to Raymond Floyd in 1986 at Shinnecock
Hills.
"I think I was young and immature and I was intimidated by Raymond Floyd," said Stewart, 34. "It
takes somebody who's learned
from it to admit that, and I've
learned from it. I'm not intimidated
by anybody anymore."
Another bogey by Stewart on the
15th — his four bogeys this round
were one less than he had in the
previous four days — put him
down two strokes with three holes
to play — exactly the same place
he'd been in their duel Sunday.
"Same song, second verse,"
Stewart said.
This time, the ballad of Hazeltine brought a birdie from Stewart
on the tough 16th — his first birdie
in 30 holes — and three straight
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bogeys by a wilting Simpson.
"I don't think Scott had a mental thing about those holes," Stewart said. "They're just tough golf
holes. You get on that 16th hole
and you're seeing water left and
water right. The wind's blowing.
You've just got to suck it up and
hit your golf shot."
Stuck behind the large, intimidating tree that leans over the 16th
fairway, Stewart began his charge
by lofting his second shot over the
branches and putting it 20 feet
from the pin. Then he read the
green perfectly and sank the ball to
put all the pressure on Simpson.
Simpson simply couldn't handle
it, three-putting to bogey the hole
for the third day in a row and the
fourth time in five rounds here.
Simpson's final undoing came
moments later when his tee shot
bounced off a grassy knoll and into
the water. He took the penalty and

saved bogey with superb chip shot
onto the green that he putted in.
"Obviously, I'm pretty disappointed, especially after being
ahead and then losing," Simpson
said. "I probably wouldn't have
been as disappointed if I just got
snuffed out."
Stewart knew then he had the
championship within his grasp.
"After I hit my first putt down
there," he said, "I told myself,
'For you to be a champion, you've
got to stand up there and knock
this one in. Believe you're going to
make it.' And I did."
ft began March 18. It will end June 28.
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Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
I Pct. GB
Boston
33 28
541 —
Toromo
34
2r
540 —
Dana
10
3,
464
36
Afivisulto.
28
33
450 5
Nevi Yoh
25
33
431
66
(Ultimo.
23 38
377 10
Cirrinand
367 106
22 38
West Division
W
I. Pct. GS
IA nrissota
18 26
594 —
Oakland
37 26
567
'6
Texas
33 25
56e
2
Cellars.
34
21I
548
3
Seattle
33 29
532 4
Chicago
29 31
463
7
Kanus city
29 32
475
TA
Monday's Game.
Bellmore 6 Minnesota 5
Callon& 4 Boston 2
Iditeraulto. 5, Oakland 0
Tsui 10, Kansas City 9. 10 innings
Only games scheduted
Tuesday's Genus
lannuola (Enclison 10-2) at Baltimore (Smith
3-01, 635 pm
Seigle (Kniecer 3-2) at Boston (Darwin 3-31. 635
pm
Osiiland (Watch 6.3) at Devon (Tanana 3-61. 635
pm
New Yolk lKamieniedit 0-0) at Toronto (Timlin
5-3), 635 pm
Cleveland (Candiont 7.4) at Chicago (Hough 3-3),
705 pm
Caktomia (Grebe 0-0) at Milwaukee (*tare 1-2)
706 pm
Kansas City (Arum 3-7) at Texas (Alexander 4-1)
7 35 p m
Wednesday, Juno 18
/Annesota at Balimore. 12 35 p.m
Catania at Milwaukee, 1 35 pm
Sun* at Boston, 635 pm
Cakiend at Cabot, 6.35 p.m
New York at Toronto, 635 pm
Cleveland at Chicago, 7-05 p.m
Kansas City at Tema 735 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Lam Division
W L
Pct.
GB
Flinty rgh
38 22
633 —
31 29 .532 6
St Louis
New York
32 29 .525 64
Chicago
31
32 .492 66
Montreal
29 34 .460 10/,
Pritadelphia
27 36 .429 126
West Division
Pct. GS
W I.
Los Anvils.
37 25 .597 —
Cincinnati
33 29 1.532 4
Atlanta
31
29 .517 5
San Diego
5•6

25
38
347 174
25
39
391 13
Mondey Gem**
Philadotprea 4 Atlanta 3
14wa York 10 Cinonnas 6
Montreal 3 HoullOn 2 16 innings
Pittsburgh 3 San Diego 2
Los An9asas 6 Chicago 4
SL Louis 5 San Francisco 4
Tueiday • Games
Houston riGle 0-21 at Abritreal (Barnes 0-3( 635
m
Manta (P Small 1-01 at PhiedelPha )Dikkell6is
3-2) 635 pm
en
0nati(
5 pm
2.1C,ina
Browning 9-4) at No w York (Whilehual
640
3.3)
Ponstiurghp m
(Tornlin 33) Cl San Diego (Peterson

•

Chicago )Scanlan 2-2) at Los Anglia* (Botcher
6-4) 935 pm
Si Louis (Tewksbury
at San ttar,a.co
IT Vinson 2-5) 935 pm
Werineedey's Games
Atlanta at Plviadelphia 11 35 am
St Lois at San Franosoo 235 pm
Houston at Montreal 635 pm
Cincinnati at New Vont 640 pm
Pittsburgh at San Nor 906 p rn
Chicago at Los Angeles 935 pm
STA TS
CaMorNa reliever Mark Eichhorn has nc4 walked a
as 26 sPluarances this esaiOn. covenrig 35
2-3 innings
Ina New York Mats are 17-4 in apnea
motors tins season
LA's lake Morgan. 7-5 this
season, is 60-99 litstona the worst record among
active big-lisaguers sith 200( more decisions 1441 has
novo' %Mad a season 016 a *inning record Inc.
dilbUbng with Oakland in 1978
STREAKS
lAnnesou's 15-garne yenning area* en0•41 Mon
day night when the Tans lost 6-5 to Baltimore The
weak via. the longest in team hstory and the
longest in ether league once Kansas City won 16 In
a row in 1977
Timis. esch 400/1 14 In a row ear
lin in the season, has won seven straight
TM
Cute' Andre Dawson has. 10-gam. hang streak

boner In

SLUAlPS

California's Luis Polona was 4-for-40 tutors a filth
inning RBI single on Monday night
Boston's Tom
Brunansky is 5-tor-52 iwth two RBIs once June 1
Cincinnati's Jack Armstrong. who got oft to an 11-3
sten Isst season and started the Al-Star Game la
the National League. has been demoted to ins tow Armstrong IS 4-5 with a 5 02 ERA
STARTERS
Calltotria's Mark Langston at 6-1 in his last nine
games Fru or his nine wins this season have lolbived Angels' lotalot
Boston's Greg Hams is 0-4
at horns this season
STOPPERS
Cinonnalfs Rob DION. has 18 saves in 18 °morainal.* this mason In the lcur years that relief stats
have included opportunities the moo consecutive
UM* **flout a blown save is 23, sari by John Franco
in 1968

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 733-9627

e

1991 MAX HURT
GOLF TOURNAMENT

WEDNESDAY, JULY 3, 1991
MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
COLLEGE FARM ROAD
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SHOTGUN START
1:00 P.M.
Scramble/Best Ball, Two (2) Golfers Per Team
Six (6) Golfers Per Hole
$35.00 per person includes

Team Prizes for 1st, 10th, 20th, 30th,
40th, and 54th place.
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For more information and to register for the tournament, contact
Tournament Coordinators Kevin Mack (502) 759-1259, or Van
Haverstock (502) 753-3415, or call the Murray Country Club Pro
Shop, (502) 753-9430.
The Tournament is sponsored by the Murray Rotary Club and is a.
part of the Freedom Fest Activities. All net proceeds benefit the
M.C. Garrott Scholarship Fund, The Max Hurt Scholarship Fund
and the Murray-Calloway County United Way.
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final round,
to cash in
e putts at
7, the middle
makeablc
r his charges
vious holes
putts that
cup were
bane, Stewart
fairway 154
flag and
He had an
shot up
, which he

FAIN INSURANCE

Sports Writer...
(Cont'd from page 6)
had to do and I've got to be
shooting at the pin," Stewart
recalled. "I've got to try and
make birdie. I haven't made
one all day long. I've got to
think that I can make one.
"I hit a shot on there,"
Stewart added, "and I saw the
line of the putt very well. I hit
it good and solid. ... "
This time, there was no tantalizing dance around the lip, no
sputtering stop at the edge. No
skidding, slinking, slipping or
sliding by.
This time, there was only the
POP! of the ball hitting the
back of the hole and the sight
of it disappearing into the cup.
The most important shot in golf
is always the next one, but
Stewart could be indulged for
lingering over this one for a
while.
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Chavez-Brazier

since 1981

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

SEE IT LIVE ON
PAY-PER-VIEW CABLE TV.

Premiere
NOW OPEN

Order By
Thursday, June 27

Health and Fitness Club

University Square
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sing a genetically-programmed microorganism to produce an important vitamin for use
in foods and animal feed was unheard of just a few
years ago. Now our production team does it every
day.
Biotechnology provides an important new tool
for improving Kentuckians' lives . .
Barbara Liggett - Coors Brotech
Winchester. Kentucky
THE KENTUCKY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL,INC
"Creating Opportunities Throng!, Science and Technology"
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green fees, cart rental, gifts and a complimentary meal for
players served immediately after the tournament

Champ Payne drinks...
(Cont'd from page 6)
He talked to himself again on the
18th after blasting out of sand trap
and hitting into the rough 60 feet
from the pin.
"When I got over my chip shot,
I said, 'You practiced this shot.
Stand up there and execute it,
because that's what it's going to
take for you to be the champion."'
Stewart chipped beautifully 4
feet from the pin, and after watching Simpson struggle to another
bogey, drilled his final putt straight
into the hole.
Stewart pumped his fist, hugged
his caddy, kissed the ball and flung
it into the stands. He embraced his
wife on the green, tears in both
their eyes, and their daughter
nuzzled in on the family hug.
Only two months ago, Stewart
had missed the Masters while he
wore a neck brace for 10 weeks
because of a pinched nerve. Now
he not only showed he was back in
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Players from Kentucky, Alabama claim prizes in chess tournament
The 1991 Murray Invitational
Chess Tournament was played over
the weekend with players from
Kentucky and Alabama claiming
the major prizes.

In the masters/expert section,
Charles Meldinger, from Huntsville, Ala., claimed first place and the
$150 prize money with a score of
4-1. Dale Flickenger, from Mem-

Banks offering homeowner program
Murray and Calloway County
residents who want to buy a home
will soon have the opportunity to
learn all the basics of homeownership through a program called "Yes
You Can.... Own a Home."
A series of classes sponsored by.
Peoples Bank and Dees Bank of
Hazel will be held on three consecutive Tuesday nights beginning
July 9, at the North Branch of Peoples Bank, 12th and Chestnut
Streets, from 6 p.m. until 8 p.m.
each night. "This program takes the

Cub Scout Day
Camp offered
by Four Rivers
Council, BSA

potential homeowner through the
homebuying process step-by-step,"
said Harold Doran, Jr., President of
People's Bank.
Taught by local professionals,
"Yes You Can" participants receive
pertinent information on budget
and credit, the homebuying process, financial planning and basic
home maintenance. Kentucky
Housing Corporation produced the
teaching materials.
"If someone is thinking about
purchasing their first home, they
shouldn't miss these three 'Yes
You Can' classes," Doran said. To
register for the class, call John
Williams at Peoples Bank,
753-3231. There is no charge for
the classes or workbook, but class
size is limited.

IEF looking for
host families
for programs

phis, finished second, with Alabaman Bill Melton and Greg Hoffman of Paducah taking third and

fourth respectively.
In the class A tournament, Murrayan.s Mark Galloway and Andy

Government proposes bird join list
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Fish and Wildlife Service says logging in the northwest is a threat to
the marbled murrelet and that the
small bird should be designated a
threatened species.
The robin-sized, coastal seabird,
like the northern spotted owl, is
dependent on old-growth forests
and needs special federal protection
to be saved from extinction, said
John Turner, Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice director.
Last June, the spotted owl was
declared threatened under the
Endangered Species Act and the
Fish and Wildlife Service earlier
this year proposed setting aside
more than 11 million acres as critical habitat for that bird.
The service said Monday that
"critical habitat for the marbled
murrelet is not determinable at this
time."

Sanctions closer to being lifted
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
State Department says repeal of the
Population Registration Act by the
South African parliament means
the only thing standing between
lifting of U.S. sanctions is release
of political prisoners in the African
nation.
Deputy spokesman Richard
Boucher said Monday the action by
the parliament was a "historic
moment" that signifies the elimination of an "important pillar of
apartheid"
The 1986 Comprehensive AntiApartheid Act specified that U.S.
sanctions would be lifted once the
president was able to report to

The Four Rivers Council, Boy
Scouts of America will be offering
a Cub Scout Day Camp the week
of July 8-12 in the Murray/
Calloway -County -Park.------ - -Camp will be 9 a.m through 3
International Education Forum.
p.m., Monday through Friday. On 1EF, is seeking host families for the
Friday afternoon there will be a 1991-92 academic year. Host famiprogram for families.
lies are asked to provide room,
Boys completing first through board, transportation and guidance
fifth grades are invited to attend. to an international high school age
The fee is $32.00 ($36.00 non- student from European, ScandinaScout) and includes a patch, t-shirt, vian or Eastern Bloc countries.
craft suppliles and refreshments.
The students come on 3-, 5- and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
The boys will participate in
10-month programs. Previous and
healthy unemployment insurance
games and sports, songs and sto- current host families state that
fund will mean higher benefits for
nes. crafts, BB and archery shoot- hosting an international student is a
those who lose their jobs and low
ing and swimming.
wonderful experience.
tax rates for employers, the Cabinet
For more information or to sign
If you are interested in hosting
up, please call -Dorothy- -Tucker; -an-international student please con- - - ---for----Human Resources- announced
759-1137 or write or call the Boy tact our regional office at (800) Monday.
For people who file new claims
Scout office (502) 443-6461, P.O. 825-8339. We have a coordinator
for unemployment benefits in July,
Box 7033, Paducah, Ky. in your area who will be happy to
the maximum weekly amount will
42002-7033.
meet with your family to explain
be $209 instead of the previous
Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts :how rewarding this inter-cultural
$199. Benefits are paid for up to 26
of America is a United Way experience can be and to answer
weeks.
agency.
any questions you many have.
Employers, who are taxed on the
first $8,000 of wages paid to workers, will also continue to be subject
to the lowest tax rate schedule.
Unemployment tax rates are set
annually based on the balance in

Rickman finished in a tie for first
place with identical 2-1 scores.
An action chess tournament was
held concurrenity with the Murray
Invitational. Action chess is played
at a faster rate than regular chess,
with each player having a total of
only 30 minutes in which to finish
his game.
In the four-round Open Action
Tournament, held on Saturday,
12-year-old Josh Price, of Murray,
finished the day with a perfect 4-0
score, taking the first place trophy
and prize money. Second place was
claimed by John Burnett of
Tennessee.
Eric Funkhauser, Bowling
Green, won first place in the B
class, with Myrl Fender of Tennessee taking second.
Phillip Mutter of Madisonville
won first place in the C class with
David Crouch of Murray taking
second.
Joshua Barnett and Ken West of

Congress that South Africa haa
taken action to dismantle apartheid
in five areas.
One of the five required repeal
of the Population Registration Act
and the Group Areas Act. The latter act was repealed earlier this
month, effective June 30.
"The only condition remaining
FRANKFORT — You're conto be met is the release of all per- cerned about the environment. You
sons persecuted for their political want to help protect it against polbeliefs or detained unduly without lution. You're especially concerned
trial,"_ ._Boucher ..said. "This is a -about the quality of water in Kenprocess which is still Under- wiy:" tucky. How can you help?
Every citizen has two important
According to Boucher, South
to help enforce environmental
ways
Africa has released more than
laws that are designed to
protection
1,000 prisoners so far.
protect human health and the environment. First, each Kentuckian
must be thoughtful about compliance with laws both at home and
on the job.
the trust fund at the end of the preMany pollution problems are
vious year.
caused by what we do at home.
The Kentucky trust fund ended
Water becomes polluted when peowith a balance of $413 million, the ple thoughtlessly pour toxic subhighest ever, said Secretary Dr. stances down drains, into creeks, or
Harry CowherCIThis_is _the fifth onto the ground, where it can seep
straight year we've been able to into groundwater. Common sources
raise weekly benefits while main- of water pollution are: solvents
taining the lowest tax rate for from discarded paints, paint thinemployers. Cowherd said.
ners, nail polish remover, waste
crankcase oil, household cleaners
Rising joblessness had prompted
a fall in the trust fund to $387 mil- and garden pesticides and fertilizlion by June, but Cowherd said it ers that are discarded or used too
heavily.
was not considered a dangerous
Look around you at work, too.
drop.
Most workplaces are subject to
If the trust fund drops below
some form of environmental reg$350 million, the state must impose
ulation. Even neighborhoold dry
higher taxes on employers.
cleaners are now required to take
proper care of the cleaning fluids
they use.
Next, watch for signs of pollution whereever you are. Sometimes
Soviet Union or any of its republics
identifying pollution that is a violauntil adequate copyright legislation
tion of the law is easy and someIs approved by the Supreme Soviet
times identification is difficult
of the U.S.S.R. and the Soviet
without sophisticated equipment.
Union adheres to the Bern Treaty
Here are some guidelines to help
on Copyright Protection," Valenti
you identify a pollution problem.
told the minister.
Rivers and lakes — A visible oil
Member studios also have
or grease sheen, a distinct color,
decided they will not show their
odor or a lot of foam and solids in
pictures in the Moscow film festidischarges into a river or lake are
val or other Soviet festivals, the
letter said. Member studios include
Paramount, Universal. M-G-M,
20th Century Fox, Walt Disney,
Warner Brothers, Columbia and
Orion.
Valenti said the U.S. and Soviet
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) —
governments in 1988 agreed on a
An explosion that killed six people
marketing arrangement under
and injured 33 at a chemical plant
which American producers would
sent the walls and part of the roof
share in the proceeds from Soviet
flying off and a huge mushroom
showings of their pictures, but the
cloud billowing into the sky, witthrough.
follow
Soviets failed to
nesses said.
"It was more than a boom. It
was like a bomb going off," said
B.C. Burke, who works a half-mile
from the Albright & Wilson Americas Inc. plant.
The explosion occured shortly
before noon Monday as workers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- began mixing chemicals to make a
dent Bush will meet with Japanese flame retardant, said Terry Martin,
Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu at the employee relations manager. A fire
president's Maine vacation home that followed was quickly brought
on July 11.
under control.
White House spokesman Marlin
"We have no idea what caused
Fitzwater said Monday that Kaifu it," he said.
and his wife would be guests of
An investigation was under way.
Bush and his wife, Barbara, at their
Four people were burned over at
Walker's Point home in least half their bodies and were
Kennebunkpori
listed in critical condition at the
The president and Kaifu will
Medical University of South Carmeet on the afternoon of the 11th olina Medical Center.
Six people were admitted to
to discuss the July 15-17 summit
other hospitals with burns and
among other things.
On other travel matters, Bush is chemical inhalation, spokesmen
expected to attend the 50th said. The remaining injured were
anniversary celebration of the com- treated and released.
The identities of the workers
pletion of Mount Rushmore on July
3 and attend Fourth of July parades killed were not immediately
the next day in Springfield, Mo., released.
Sheets of corrugated aluminum
and in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Concerned citizens can help
environment in many ways

Healthy fund brings high benefits, low rates

Come to SEAFOOD EXPRESS
on your birthday and get sour age
as a percentage off your ticket.
hi WI

prat ma. ID

ESS
SEAFOOD EXPR
MARKET
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT &

sun

-Sat.

I la.m.-9p.m.

753-6149

01)mplc

Plaza

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS'
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any Budget—

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
or 753-4110
753-2571

Chestnut St

Soviet piracy brings film embargo
WASHINGTON (AP) — Amenca's major film studios say they are
stopping exports to the Soviet
Union to pressure 'the country to
halt alleged piracy of U.S. movies.
Soviet authorities tolerate the
illegal production of videocassettes
from imported American pictures
and even profit from showings of
the pirated versions, Jack Valenti,
chairman of the Motion Picture
Association of America, said
Monday.
Valenti released a copy of a letter he sent June 4 to Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Petrovsky
declaring a virtual boycott.
"None of our companies will
engage in sales of films to the

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

,

0.40!

-•

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

Lyon County took first and second
places respectively in the D class.
First place scholastic award went
to Michael Shelton of Lyon County
with Stephen Breeding and Josh
Mitchell of Murray claiming second the third place trophies
respectively.
In the beginners division, Joey
McKeel, of Murray, finished the
day with two wins and a draw
against only one loss, claiming the
first place trophy. Miranda Barnett,
third grader from Lyon County,
finished second.
The novice division was won by
Lyon County's Eddie Reilly, with a
4-0 score. John Herring, also of
Lyon County took second place
with Murrayans Jsoh Frisk, Billy
Birdyshaw and Stephen Crouch
taking third through fifth places.
The tournaments were sponsored
by the MSU Chess Club and Wayne C. Bell was tournament director.

indicators that there may be violations of water quality standards. In
addition, if there are dead fish or
animals in the vicinity of the discharge, dead grass or damaged vegetation nearby, there may indeed be
harmful pollution present.
Wetlands or Marshes — The
state is committed to preserving
wetland areas because they provide
a habitat for many species of fish,
wildlife, and migratory birds, help
control flooding, erosion and they
filter out harmful chemicals that
might otherwise enter nearby water
bodies. Filling of wetlands may be
done only under strict permit limitation. Filling a wetland generally
means placing fill or dredge material, like soil or concrete, into the
wetland in order to dry it out so
that something can be built there.
Drinking Water — The Federal
Safe Drinking Water Act requires
suppliers of drinking water to
ensure that water complies with
federal standards for various pollutants and chemicals. You may not
be able to tell whether your drinking water is meeting all federal
standards wihtout testing equipment, but if you notice any unusual
smell, taste or color in your water,
you should notify your water
supplier.
If you notice a situation in which
you suspect a pollution problem,
make careful observations, writing
your observations down with the
time and date and photograph the
situation if possible. Then contact
the Kentucky Division of Water, 18
Reilly Road, Frankfort, Ky. 40601
(502) 564-3410 or the Environmental Response Team (for environmental emergencies), (502)
564-2380.

Six die in plant explosion

Bush to meet
prime minister

Ross Insurance Agency
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siding that had covered the building, one of nine, were scattered
across the grounds of the plant,
said Charleston County Coroner
Ray Shokes. The plant is in an
industrial area north of Charleston.
"The building just looked like it
was blown apart," Shokes said.
The explosion was heard miles
away.
"My wife and I heard a rumble,
looked out the window, and saw a
huge mushroom cloud — sort of
like an atomic bomb," said Joe
Strickland, who lives several miles
away.
Martin said workers were starting a procedure to blend chemicals
in an enclosed mixing system. Several of the chemicals were potential
irritants.
No area residents were evacuated. However, people were
warned to seek medical attention if
they had eye irritation or other
problems.
Albright & Wilson Americas is a
subsidiary of Tenneco Corp. It
employs 209 people, according to
the state Development Board's
industrial directory.
In 1983, a hazardous chemical
spilled from a valve there and
ignited, blowing a building apart
and injuring 16 workers. The plant
was owned by Mobil Chemical Co.
at the time.
The new owners bought the plant
in 1985.
In August, a hazardous chemical
was released when a valve was
inadvertently turned. About 25
people were treated for eye and
lung irritation.
Mayor Joseph P. Riley Jr.
expressed sympathy for the victims' families and said he would
cut short his stay at the annual
meeting of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors in San Diego to return to
Charleston today.
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Dr. William Wenrich, Chancellor
of the Dallas County Community
College District (DCCCD), has
announced the selection of new
presidents for two of the district's
seven campuses.
Following unanimous approval
at the regularly scheduled board of
trustees meeting June 4, Dr. Walter
G. Bumphus has been named president of Brookhaven College in Farmers Branch, and Dr. Carol J.
Spencer assumes the leadership of
Cedar Valley College in Lancaster.
Both presidents will officially
begin their on-campus duties in
mid-July.
A native of Princeton, Dr. Bumphus is currently Vice President
and Dean of Students at Howard
Community College in Columbia,
DR. WALTER G. BUMPHUS
Md., a posistion he has held since
1987. He succeeds Dr. Patsy J. Fulto more than 70 community colton, who resigned the presidency at
leges in such areas as attracting atBrookhaven in December to accept
risk students, student retention and
a position as Chancellor of the
competency-based programs and is
Oakland Community College in
founder and chairman of the board
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Dr. Larry
for the National Institute for StuDaslage, Brookhaven Vice President Success, a non-profit organident of Instruction, has acted as
zation designed to provide training
interim president during the search
for high-risk and disadvantaged
for a new CEO.
students in two-year colleges.
Dr. Spencer has served for the
The 43-year-old educator has
last four years as District Dean for
been widely involved in profesTechnical and Industrial Programs
sional and community organizaat the Milwaukee Area Technical
tions, serving on the boards of the
College in Milwaukee, Wis. She
Maryland YMCA, the Red Cross
and a regional mental health center.
takes over at Cedar Valley College
He was named 1988 "Citizen of the
from Dr. Floyd S. _Elkins who is
Year" by the National Council of
retiring after 15 years as top CVC
Negro Women.
administrator.
Dr. Bumphus received his Ph.D.
Both presidential nominees were
selected after an extensive fivein Educational Administration from
The University of Texas at Austin
month search which included
and both his master's and bacheadvertisements in local and national publications and review by indilor's degrees from Murray State
University.
vidual campus committees representing faculty, administrators and
support staff, Wenrich said.
"We were determined to review
a wide range of candidates in order
to find individuals who not only
had exceptional educational credentials, but who also provided the
best 'fit' for the particular camSALT LAKE CITY (AP) — An
puses and for the community col- organization of police chiefs is urglege district as a whole, Wenrich ing passage of
federal legislation
said. "Dr. Bumphus and Dr. requiring a seven-day waiting perSpencer have strong backgrounds iod to buy handguns.
in areas such as technical training
Senate passage of the Brady Bill
and student development, where will save lives,
said Ed Mosca,
this district plans and needs to go legislative
committee chairman of
for the future."
the International Association of
In his current position at Howard Chiefs of
Police.
Community College, Dr. Bumphus
"We don't consider this a gun
has responsibility for planning and control
bill," the Old Saybrook,
supervision of all student develop- Conn., police chief
said Monday.
ment programs such as admissions, "It is a law enforcement
bill."
assessment and financial aid for
Mosca is among 50 chiefs in Salt
HCC's approximately 5,000 credit Lake City for the annual
convenand 10,000 non-credit student tion of the IACP's
division of State
body. He has served as consultant Associations of Chiefs
of Police.

Organization urges
passage of legislation
requiring waiting period

020

090

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

The Medicare Cate
strophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and -none pproved' charges
can
ca use your out- of- pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been Increased to $828 in 1991.
For more information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
'our

201.h

060
Help
Wanted

year of service'

$2,500 CREDIT CARD
Guaranteed same day approval' Quality for NO deposit VISA/MC and cash
advances 1-800-279 2000
ext G1323

Storage Buildings
88 $600. 8u12 $750, 8x16
$900. Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call & our
competition will fall

AMBITIOUS self-starter
needed Christmas Around
the World Work own hours
Free kit No collecting No
delivery Also booking parties 753-1087

L.E. Williams
489-2663
CASH LOANS available
from $2000-$20,000 Personal loans, debt consolidations
Call
1-800-955-6268

AVON Needs Representatives to take orders wInew free
make-up computer. Limited
time offer. 753-0171.

COME see the perennials
in bloom! Featuring claylihes, hosta and many more
Open evenings and
weekends, C&C Nursery,
753-2993

AVON representatives
needed Up to.50% commission $8 & $15 kits Delayed billing Door to door
unnecessary Insurance
available Assist Mgr
1-800-866-2243

HAIR salon for sale, 4-stabon, 648 sq feet Great
location and parking
753-5709 after 6pm

EXPERIENCED breakfast/
grill cook is wanted Job
pays $4.75/hour or more
depending on experience
and reliability to work
Please apply in person at
Mafestic Royale at the Holiday Inn, Murray, KY.

Happy
Birthday
The

Worlds Fine.i
City Clerk

RELIABLE maid's helper_
Hours. Saturday approximately Sam-12 noon. Sunday approximately
9am-3pm. Teens welcomed. Early American
Motel, Aurora, KY
474-2241.

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
'3-

RACTOR TRALER TFIAINIMO CFJETE
1.111111Aikel, T

RN Position for 5 bed
ICCU 12 hour shift. Experienced preferred Full time
applicants are sought but
consideration will be given
to part-time and alternate
work schedules Contact
502-527-1336 Nursing
Dept. Marshall County
Hospital 503 George
McClan Drive, Benton, Ky
42025. Salary and benefits
are
competitive

1-800-334-1203
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Corsica LT, egulped
#145992 $24960 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tat Titi & License
48 Mo

Closed End Lease

YOUR HORO
SCOPE
Dixon
by Jeane

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your sense of honor commands
widespread respect and helps you to
advance your professional goals. A
natural sense ofthrift aids yourefforts
to accumulate capital. Although you
are a good mixer, you are also a
highly private person who enjoys
regular periods of solitude. A reputation for thoroughness and reliability could result in your being offered
a prestigious executive position in
early 1992. Do not let pride keep you
from accepting a favor from a friend.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Kathleen
Turner. dancer Paula Abdul, author
Salman Rushdie,actor Louis Jourdan.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
good day to discuss your career goals
with someone in a position of influence. Planning ahead will help you
avoid time-consuming mistakes.
Your mate needs to be kept informed.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Trustworthy and considerate, you
draw generous people into your
sphere. Good luck follows you in
financial transactions. Favors can be
won with a meaningful gift.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Keep
tension to a minimum by avoiding
any risky business. Guard against
rash behavior, jealousy and resentment. Lie low today, but not tonight
when you can win rave reviews.
CANCER(June 2I-July 22): The
urge to take off for a distant locale
grows stronger. Heed your instincts.
An unexpected windfall or favorable
verdict sets your mind at ease. Pick
up some travel brochures this afternoon.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A new
associate or organization could help
you advance a special cause. Reach

WANTED handyman for
various odd jobs Commercial & home Steady employment 753-4012 or
753-8756

What's as easy as

out to people who share your concerns. Water sports like swimming
and canoeing may hold new appeal.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Beware of strangers today; they could
be wolves in sheep's clothing. A
longtime alliance is solid gold. Both
parties will reap new benefits in the
near future. Start reading a best seller
tonight.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Valuable information surfaces today. Do
everything you can to protect your
source.Satisfying business agreements
await — spell out your terms. It is time
to expand your circle of allies.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Brace yourself. You may have to take
charge at a social event or deal with
demanding VIPs. This might go into
extra innings, so hang loose. A romantic encounter is best postponed.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Exuding charisma from every
pore, you are a sure bet to win friends
and influence people today! There
are seeds to be sown and favors to
reap — pastures of plenty lie ahead.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
You ought to be able to earn some
extra cash now. Bring bills up-todate. Your co-workers share your
desire to get back on schedule. Attend
a glamorous social gathering tonight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
This can be a happy day for romance.
Resist the temptation to point out
other people's shortcomings. It is
time to concentrate on completing a
personal project.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Self-control is essential if you are to
emerge unscathed from a confrontation. Someone with a daring outlook
can help you to solve a troubling
business or personal problem.

attracts readers like a

1

attracts

causes your ',,rtii to

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages 01 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T PA
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11.30a m

LOVING mother will care
for children of all ages in her
home near East Elemen
tary 753-5049

PART-TIME Bookkeeper
Typing required Send resume to 102 N 15th or call
753-4012
PROPEL Now accepting applications for pan-time help.
Apply in person from Sam to
lpm at 401 Sycamore,
Murray.
EXPERIENCED Prep-cook
is wanted Job pays
$4 75/hour depending on
experience Please apply in
person at Majestic Royale,
Holiday Inn, Murray, KY

Gil

full

in classified, that's what!

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

NEW Uniforms size 12
753-9202
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
SMALL rolls of hay
$12 50/per roll 489-2285
SUNTAN booth 753-3488
USED outdoor Jason hot
tub 753-6156

RECLINER Excellent condition Call anytime
489-2982
COUCH with two matching
chairs Earth tones, wood
frame Good condition
Must Sell $150 759-9220
leave message
LIKE new
King-size
waterbed with recessed
headboard
Semi waveless mattress with 3
second interval Excellent
condition $250 753-7628
RATTAN dining table,
glass top w/4 chairs Excellent condition 753-3896

the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

('You can now get a personalized daily horoscope from leane Dixon based on your own birth date It costs
only 95 cents per minute Call 1-9013-985-7785

(502) 753-1916

(To order a revised and updated copy ofleant Doton's best-selling book.-Yesterday.. Today and forever
How Astrology,Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send VI 95 plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. Andrews and Mr. Meet.P0 Bop( 419150, Kansas City. Mo 64141 Make he,le. pa!,able to Andrews
and Mc Mee/ I

--

CORONADO fiat wall paint
5gal can $34 95 Get at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th Street, Murray

753-7590

Call and place your ad today!

-;••-...-.-••• •
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THIRD largest MLM company enters U.S *1 in Japan $5 billion in sales
Nikken's world patented
products
Message
1-800-324-2337 ext 0686

Please Call
Emily

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

200
Sports
Equipment
1990 PSE Thunder nigh
bow Never hunted with
Fired under 50 times
Maker offer 753-2507 after

apm
GAS golf carts 436-2116
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220
kluskal
KIMBALL Artists console
piano, cherry. french prove
ncial style Like new
753-4856
240
Miscellaneous

HAIR salon for sale 4-sta
tion, 648 sq feet Great
location and parking
753-5709 after 6pm

ELECTRONIC cash register Model 1100 Remington
shotgun Steele & wood
shelving (2) wood stoves
Sioux Buffer 6 channel radio for R/C cars 2 ft commercial grill Commercial
blower hood 492-8248

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

3 ALL steel storage bidgs
WILL babysit in my home
Never erected Can deliver
759-1334
40x76 cost $10,143 1st
WILL do house cleaning $7600 takes it, 50x112 was
Call after 7pm 753-1016 $17,593 sacrafice at
WILL stay with sick Of el- $12,600, 50x174 was
derly any shift Good refer- $23,541 sell for $16,700
ences and experience (303) 757-3107
Consider live-in 753-4590 ACREE Carports 12x21
for information
Reg $1295 on sale for
WILL wash and wax cars $995 2021x reg $1795 on
for $20/per car 753-0588 sale for $1295 Call Mayfield 247-7831
inn
Buskitss
Opportunity

HEALTH EDUCATOR/
STAFF NURSE, Student
110
Health Services Ninemonth, staff-position to beku4ructIon
gin fall semester 1991. This
position is responsible for
ART lessons Children and
planning, organizing, and
adult MA in art Teacher
coordinating a comprehencertification 753-4161
sive health education program while serving as a staff
140
nurse in the clinic. The
Went
qualified candidate will bee
To Buy '
motivated, progressive, inANTIQUES by the piece o
novative individual with
collections Call 753-9433
proven teaching abilities
Applicants must possess a after 5pm
bachelor of science degree
CASH for mobile home
in nursing, teaching experitires $7-$12 each We will
ence, plus a minumum of
remove Will also buy axthree years professional
les 527 2932
nursing experience. Primary care nursing experiUSED and antique furnience in a ambulatory care ture, glass, tools. quilts
facility preferred Creativ- 901-642-6290
ity, public speaking skills,
and ability to work with a USED and iunked air condivariety of constituencies tioners Will pick up
are important Student 436-2904
health services offers com150
prehensive primary health
Articles
care services to the stuFor Sale
dents at Murray State University. Salary communsu- 286 12MHZ, 1MB RAM
rate with qualifications and 40MB Hard Drive,
1 2MB
experience, and a com- 5 25 Floppy Drive,
VGA,
prehensive employee ben- color monitor
New
efits plan is provided. $999 95 759-4526
Screening of applicants will
begin on July 8, 1991, and 386 SX IBM compatable
continue until position is 40MB, 2FD Excellent for
filled. Please send resume office or students
along with salary require- 762-2758
ments and the names and
addresses of three refer- APPLE II compatible Laser
128 computer, monitor.
ences to, Roberta Garfield,
printer, mouse, printer bufAdministrator, Student
fer, $400, electric CraftsHealth Services, Murray
man WeedWacker, $12,
State Universtiy. Murray,
Smith-Corona portable
KY 42071. (502) 762-3809
manual typewriter, case
EOE/MFVH
$35, Casio C-310 musical
keyboard, 49 keys, orig
box, $80 753-5167

Experienced
elementary
school teacher
will tutor
your child.

of cicili ? A little Li

TODAY'S CHILDREN are fiercely independent and do not respond
well to criticism. Setting a good example for these youngsters will do more
good than all the lectures and scoldings in the world. They are happiest when
solving a problem or uncovering a mystery. Science will probably be their
favorite subject. They will enjoy going on field trips and should visit
museums as often as possible. Their intellectual interests make them seem
older than their peers.

•••••••••

ARE you looking for a sit
ter? Two Murray State Uni
versity seniors with excel
lent references and flexible
hours (including 3-rd shift
and extended overnight)
are looking for children old
enough to go places and to
do exciting things Infants
welcome after 4 00 p m If
interested call 759-4752

CANNING Jars All sizes
436-2837

and can be as

Noble
Homes For Sale

FULL/Part-time position
available for RN in
Emergency Room Prefer
ER experience and ACLS
Competitive salary and
benefits
Contact
502-527-1336 Nursing
Dept Marshall County
Hospital, 503 George
McClan Dr. Benton, Ky
42025

44,-11"•
!
)
puts .f.
-al in your

much fun as a

270
Situation
Wanted

Notice

costs only* a day,

he buildscattered
e plant.
Coroner
is in an
arleston.
ed like it
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Bumphus named president GIASSIFIEDS
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OVERSTOCKED on
double-wides New 28x56
Too many options to list
Reduced to $23,900 Gateway Mobile Homes
527-1427

_

or.c.if$

,

e4/

:444

YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
bedroom, $10.999 00
$127 22 per month
$88500 down. 12 25%
APR. 180 mos Free delivery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
South, Jackson, TN
901-422-2825

280
Mobile
Homo. For Rent
2BR 12x43 in New Concord $85/mo 436-2427
2BR, 2 bath Central air on
large private lot Ltnzy
Beane residence
436-2582
2BR 753-9866

2BR Small quiet court
272 miles east of Murray
(Lakeway court) $125/mo
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS 759-1691 or 753-8216
is expanding' We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies 2BR small trailer Furnalong with silver dollars ished. very clean Hwy
proof sets U S and foreign 1836 436-5550
coins and coin supplies DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
Coins and stamps ate great heat Days 527-1987
hobbies, they also make nights 354-6335
wonderful gifts and invest
ments Visit us today at the SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
Ox-Yoke Antique Store electric or gas Walking dis
(Hazel), Treasure House tance to college 753-5209
and Book Rack (Murray),
285
the Mercantile (Aurora) arid
the Book Shelf (Pans) We
Mobile
buy coins and stamps and
Horne Lots For Rent
appraise estates
WANTED Retired couple
502-753-4161
with travel trailer to share
N Hazel
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock 54 acres
lcu ft bag only $150 ea on 641 Owner at white
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 block house
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
290
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
Heating
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
And Cooling
Coast Hardware 753-8604
AIR conditioner repair tree
PATIO stones 2-x8"x16' estimates 436-2904
gray or red 69e ea Also
2'x 12 square or hexagonal
nn
patio stones gray or red just
Business
$1 69ea We have red
Rentals
octagon -square paving
stones for 55e ea and 18' 4 CAR shop with office Call
square brickfaced patio 753-4509
stones $3-69 Coast to AUTOMATIC
shop with air
Coast Hardware 753-8604 compressor,
office 4 bays
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug- 4 overhead doors gas
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59 heat Excellent condition
ea Top sod 40Ib bag just $325/mo 404 N 4th Mur
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib ray Inquire at Dunaways
bag only $1 99 ea Also 753-3018
1gal size Shrubs or
310
Azalea's are lust $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
Want
753-8604
To Rent

TILLERS front-tine. 5HP,
chain drive Briggs & Stratton engine $299 99 Wallen Hardware Downtown
Paris
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

NICE 3br house 1", bath
nice neighborhood in Murray $400-$450mo Middle
age couple no pets
441-7862

1BR furnished. Close to
university and hospital
Some utilities paid
753-8756 or 753-4012.

•

1

r'!I •

1BR large apartment w/
dining room, gas heat, A/C,
ceiling fans, fireplace,
WOODEN storage build- fenced backyard.
$250/mo
ings: 8x16' starts at $1095, Coleman RE 753-9898
10x16' $1424.50, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes avail- 2BR, 2 bath duplex,
able. Acree Portable Build- Kitchen, den, utility room
and carpet $450/mo.
ings 502-247-7831
753-6448, nights
753-0608.
250
2BR,
2 bath duplex w/
Wetness
garage Central gas heat,
Services
central air Appliances furnPRIVATE Investigato
ished Like new $450/mo.
D B A Confidential Investi- Coleman RE 753-9898
gations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite *102. 1 or 2BDRM apartment
753-4109
Murray, 753-2641
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
10x40 2BR trailer $1200
759-9263
10x50 BUDDY Sharpest in
the area Must see to believe Excellent for lake lot
Reduced to $3295 Gateway Mobile Homes
527-1427
12x60 2BR, A/C, party
furnished Roof system included Real nice $3500
753-8590
BANK Repos down payments starting as low as
$299 00, 2 & 3 bedrooms,
doublewide repos also
available BEST HOME
CENTER. Hwy 45 South,
Jackson,
4,
TN
901-422-2825
BLUE & White 10x52 Allen
housetrailer Partly furnished with extras $3500
753-4285 after 3pm
CLAYTON 1991
Lots of options
zone insulation
Gateway Mobile
527-1427

14wide
Northern
$9,995
Homes.

IF you want a fancy, expen
sive trailer, DON'T call But,
if you're looking for a
simple, well-kept mobile
home, we have a 1985
14)(70. 3br, 1',4 bath, unfurnished on • rented lot,
for only $9975 759-1552

2BR apartment furnished
Duplex in Northwood
$300/mo 759-4406

/

vIrf‘
re
:4'•

s

r;

2BR apt appliances and
lawn maintenance Near
University $275/mo Available 6/1/91 Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, W/D hookup,
central H/A $325/mo
753-9240

t'
'v.

rt

2BR Executive apartment
Central H/A, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, lawn
maintenance, Outside storage, deck Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

••
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2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central HA, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

•

2BR -townhouse furnished
carpeted Close to campus
$300/rrio + $300 deposit
753-0919

S

BRICK duplex 2br, 1 bath
garage 2 years old Days
753-7688
Nights
759-4703
FURNISHED apartment
Open now until 9 August
1991 No pets Zimmerman
Apartments 753-6609
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths.
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished. $480Avet 1yr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753-2905

•
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NEWLY redecorated 2tir
duplex Gannet KA W/D
hookup, yard mowing provided Westwood Dr $350
759-4979 or 753 8859

HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436 2858

NICE 1 2 3br apartment
Furnished near campus
Also 1 3br house 1 4br
house W'D hook up Day
night
9-5 753-6111
753-0606

PEGS Dog Grooming
753-2915

LIKE new large 2br duplex
carport. appl gas heat
deck lease No pets 710
Sycamore 753-7457

I

NICE 3br stove and re
frigerator furnished Central heat air Half of the
utilities $450/mo deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days 753-0870
nights

TABBY house cat needs
new home Necessary sup
plies tree Female spayed
759 1414

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489 2266

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
TAKING applications for
wide selection of quality
section 8 rent subsidized
homes, all prices
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
toll free
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts 753 1222
or call 1 800-251 -HOME Ext
Ky
Hardin
71IL
502-437-4113 EHO
VACANT furnished or un
furnished large apartment
$100 753 5291

2BR, 2 year old house
$475/mo 759-4406
..213R, appliances, WV hookup central H A curtains
carpeted 1004 Main
$360/mo $300 deposit
759-1265
4BR 2 bath in Murray
close to campus Corn
pletely furnished including
washer & dryer Available
August 15th ideal for college student No pets
$50Cvmo 395-7911

2 BR brick near MSU Garage attached Also second
garage and workshop
Small downpayment easy
financing Immediate pos
session 753 3690
3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq ft 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40 s
436-2742
3BR brick 1 4 bath fire
place West of Gatesboro
$65000 Also 3 city lots
$ 1 0 500
$9 500
753 0800

llama
fei Sob

Used
Cars

Boats
& Motors

IDEAL location near Mur
ray High 3br, 2 bath brick
home Central WA. newly
redecorated and ready to
move in Mid 70s For addi
Ilona' information call
753 5644

PUNCH 45 $225 1501 An
niversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray •s
Rockford-Fosgate authunted
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestma Si, 753 0113

PONTOON. 20ft Harris
Flote 60Hp motor trailer
Good condition See at Irvin
Cobb boat clock $2895
436 2759

530
495

NEW 3br 2 bath home
Double car garage front
porch custom oak cabinets
WIWI lighted ceiling Oual
ity throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkentin Penner Homes
759-4422,435 4013 or
345 2462

Vans
1985 VW Vanagon GL
weekender High miles
$3500 753 4573
1986 9 PASSENGER Ford
Van High milage but good
condition and good buy at
$350000 759-1602

NEW house & 4 wooded
acres 2 miles from Barkley
Lodge 3br 2 baths deck
big family room $49,500
Tripp Williams Broker
753-0563
NOW under construction
on Hwy 280 East (Potter
town Road) A quality log
home by Appalachin Log
Structures For information
call 753 6807
OWNER financing
3 4bdrm brick large
kitchen & living room
office den beauty shop at
tached two car garage
large basement Paved
drive $49,500 up to 20yrs
financing with small down
payment Hardin area next
to Hwy 641 & Hwy 80
437 4512

500
Used
Trucks
1967 FORD F 100
352 V8 very good condition $850 527-2225
1968 CHEVY 1 -Ton with
dump bed New motor
wheel cyl master cyl &
front ores 759-4018
1985 GMC Sierra Classic
Loaded looks new $6500
3.45-2270
1988 FORD Bronco XLT
4x4 Full size loaded AM/
FM stereo w cassette Captains seats Red & tan
Excellent condition 47xxx
$1 1,500 4 36 2 1 76
6am-12pm Mon-Fn

OWNER Must sell Make
offer 9 acres convenient to
Murray Benton the lakes
3br 2bath eat-in kitchen
with appliances family
room. dining room -living
room extra large attached
garage Private fenced in
ground pool patio De
Moiled garage/shop Pas
ture Well maintained
Kopperud Realty
753-1222

4BR el-level on Plainview
WANTED 2 taculty, gradu
Drive 3 bathroom large
ate students or profes- Irving room large family
sional persons to share first room, large country
Ky lake
floor of 2-story home Nice kitchen formal dining WATERFRONT
subdivision 4br 2 bath
fully furnished residential room 2 car attached gar
covered dock 354 6006
area All utilities already age 3 car garage in back
hooked-up Washeedryer On oversized lot with mapatio garage $200/mo ture trees 753-0724
plus utilities
each
Call BEAUTIFUL 5br brick, 34
$250'deposst
or bath 4 car garage On 4 1978 750 SPECIAL
6pm
after
759-4590
acres, 5 minutes from Mur615-385-5788 Available
Yamaha full tarring trunk
ray Will consider trade
July 1 1991 Share with 753-3672 after 5pm
and bags 23 800 actual
owner
miles 492 8425
CONDOMINIUM ground
Ex
3bri
floor unit with garage Low YAMAHA Enduro 100
cellent condition $395
utilibes wheel chair ac
For Rsat
345-2270
cessable For Sale or lease
Or Lease
753-3293
CLEAN dry and secure
storage 10x20 and 12x20 FOR sale custom built 3br
$40 and $45 monthly 200 2 bath home offering quality
N 15th Street 436-5845 workrnansnip and pleasing
NEW and used tires Key
interior design and color
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
Featuring raised ceilings
38.0
round top windows marble 753-5500
Psts
faced fireplace and desig
th•ptlas
ner kitchen Call 753-3903
AKC SCOTTISH-Terne
emaie puppy $150 CFA FRESH on the market 2Br
Himalayan kittens $150 home in good condition
Near MSU campus
Shots & wormed
1972 CHEVROLET,
$29,900 Contact Kop
489-2246
2-door, hard top 753-0196
perud RE 753-1222
BLUE healer puppies for
1977 MERCURY Cougar
sale $45ea 759 9404 or HOUSE for sale trade or $600 753-0260
rent 3br 2 bath 753-0260
753-7975
1978 PLYMOUTH Fury
4-doors AM FM, automa
tic, A/C 25mpg Good con
dibon 762-2758

1989 CHEVY Silverado
Every available option
30,000 miles 1 owner bought new Tool box bed
rails and custom pin stripe
753-2915 after 6pm

17F1' Runabout with 115
Evinrude 753-0196
1964 FABUGLASS 15tt
60HP Evinrude Good condition $600 474-2772

Service Technician

Toyota of Murray, Inc. is now accepting
aggressive applicants to fill a Service
Technician position. Experience necessary. We offer an excellent benefit package and a stable future with a fast growing
company. All serious applicants should
apply in person to Russell Maness Toyota
of Murray 515 S. 12th St. Murray, Ky.
Monday Om Friday. No phone calls
please.

Administrator:
Long term care
Progressive Nursing facility in Western
Ky. is seeking to hire administrator. Must
be currently licenced for Ky. nursing home
administration. Salary & benefits commensurate w/experience. May send confidential
resume and inquiry to Susan Hamilton, Dir.
of Operations. Wells Corp. 1614 Parrish
Ave., Owensboro, Ky. 42301 (502) 6844559-

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Services
Offered

1979 SILVER Anniversary
Trans Am Mint condition
753-0101
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, blue, 1 owner,
86,000 actual miles
loaded 753-9240
1983 DATSUN 280ZX, T
tops. A/C, digital dash
Loaded, maroon 13800
492-8166 daytime,
753-8679 after 5pm
1984 TOYOTA Supra
Loaded air roof, CrUIS0
Super sound system New
high performance tires
Price reduced Must sell
753-8500 weekdays.
436-5371 nights and
weekends
1985 ISUZU I-Mark Maroon 5-speed good condition Buy or take over payments of $148 25,mo
436-2021
1985 Z28 CAMARO
59.800 miles. 1 -owner,
loaded call 753-7995 after
5pm
1986 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, turbo, loaded
leather, ivory Beautiful ex
cellent condition 1978
Convertible Tnumph spit
fire Red, looks/runs great
753-8220

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1985 CREST 40f1 pontoon
houseboat sleeps 6_
generator, gas furnace. as
cook stove A/C, gas/
electric, refrigerator (2) 34
gallon gas tanks 100hp
Johnson Commercial
Good Condition Fully
°gulped 1 owner boat
Docked at Cypress Bay
753-2085 or 753-8662

AlA Landscaping and
grounds keeping Mowing
trimming tree removal
hauling mulching Major or
minor cleanups 492 8254
A1A T ENTERPRISE Ex
cavabng, dozing, backhoe
service hauling levees,
ponds roads, driveways
parking lots, septic tanks,
foundations basements.
topsoil, dirt gravel landscaping, etc 753-0577
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816. 753 0495
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA repair and in
stallabon Replace or install
channel master antennas
rotors and amplifiers Ran
dell Beasley Buchanan
Th 901-642-4077
ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753-2455

Services
Offered

Sink's
Offered

Free
Column

DRYWALL finishing or ad
ditions 753 4761

BUSH hogging, Grader
blade work 753-8590

YARD landscaping bush
hogging, and grader work
Free estimates 436 5430

ADORABLE friendly kit
tens Free to a loving home
753 2993

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
lion and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

NEED your lawn mowed,
trash hauled off, tree cut
and removed. or ditch
blanks cleared Call
753-4120 Has references

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436 2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting. vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052
HANDYMAN will do plumb
mg electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-9838
HAULING topsoil, sand
bank gravel, washed
gravel, whiterock of all
types, mulch and other type
hauling available Call
Kenny 759 1039 anytime
HAULING yard work tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years ex
perience Bobby Hopper,
436 5848

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

A Z services Roofing
fencing, painting plumbing, electrical hauling tree
work, landscaping All around handy-man Free es
timates 436-2868

LAWN CARE Mowing, bagging, aerating, seeding, fertilizing Call Bob at 753-1831.

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn operator 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759-4664

BLOCK, brick concrete fin
ishing Basements footings, garages drives,
1986 17' INVADER. w/140 walks 30yrs experience
Mercruiser 50-75 hours 13yrs in Murray area
1979 SeaRay, 21', W240 753 5476 Charles Barnett
Mercruiser Cuddy Cabin BLUEGRASS Lawn Ser753-7192
vice Mowing, mulch, land
1988 RUN—ABOUT 19ft scaping hauling Free esti
Used very lithe, loaded 165 mates 753-1221
I/O Will sell for payoff BOGARD Paving Paving
753-3682
and sealing driveways and
31FT Burnscratt Fiberg- parking lots Over 20yrs
lass houseboat Fully self- experience Free esticontained w'head sepa- mates 753-9552 or
rate shower, new 30 gallon 437-4391
hot water tank new AC/DC BOOKKEEPING service
refrigerator, overheadae, 2 offered 759 9655 ask for
fuel tanks (90 gal) Honda Margie
generator New depth tinder Marine radio Newly CARPET and vinyl repairs
redecorated sleeps six and installation Profes
Price reduced to $15,000 sional service Glen Bobber
Must see 753-8500 week- 759 1247, leave message
days 436-5371 nights and
CHIN Chlm Chimney
weekends
Sweeps has 10% senior citi32FT Houseboat Excel- zen discounts We sell chimlent condition $8000 ney caps and screens
435-4191
436-2116

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free es
timates 753-1537 or
753-1221
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOWING In town only
Good cut, trim all objects &
perimeters power blow all
walks etc 753 0611 be
fore 8pm
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels, residential,commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

le

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
STALLONS Roofing, Siding and Painting Free estimates 474-8064 after
6pm
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60h aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nee, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
TREE & Bush removal In town only Free estimates,
quality work, good prices
753-0611 before 8pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Alma, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530
WANTS to mow yards Dependable and have reasonable rates 492-5568
WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169
WILLIAM Concrete Service Free estimated, low
prices Call 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300

Ira
VO
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

WOOD'S Heating and A/C
We clean and repair win
dow and central air conditioners 759 1979 or
753-0530

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
400 SUNBJRY MURRAY (Behind 9+Jru,y Bread)
753-5940

Mathis Transmission
Service
62.1 N.

fa

Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

au

APPLIANCE REPAIR

th

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - as & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
Smith

Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job D'ime Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work,

Fast Growing Pizza Franchise
Now Hiring For All
Management Positions

— Excellent Pay & Benefits
— Flexible Hours
Apply in person
Wed., June 19th &
Thurs., June 20th
between 5-8 p.m.
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Next to Big Kahuna)

489-2470

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid-in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Murray
classified department
Ledger & Times
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•lth St., Murray

753-1222

Features a great room with brick fireplace and
cathedral ceiling, 3 bedrooms, two baths, utility
rooms, concrete patio, wood and chain link fence,
2 car !garage. storage off garage, central heat and
air. Priced in the'80's. Shown by appointment.Call
753-3030

In

753-6374

Sewers
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

For Sale

Lc
G(

ch
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SERVICE
RANDY NEALE• BACKE
Septic Tanks

1988 CHEVY Beretta Gray
wiburgandy interior Power
windows and locks, tilt
cruise 47xxx miles
$5.900 Daytime 753-5532
After 5pm 753-8353

th(

All Types Of:

WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169

711 Main St.

1987 NISSAN Pulsar Low
mileage Must sell now
Looks/runs great $5000
OBO 753-4422

CAR Stereo lastallatioe
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSC
dorms

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

Kopperud Realty

1987 COUGAR LS Cassette Olt ;Air pis. p/m
Reduced to sell $5950
Must sell Fast 753-6022

1988 YUGO. 19,000 miles
$1,500 753-0321

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Comfortable living in this 3 bedroom, 1V2 bath
lakefront home. Two level deck for outdoor
pleasure and heat pump for heating and cooling.
Modestly priced at $66,000. MLS 2512

75HP EVINRUDE out CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
board motor Excellent and Cooling Service ComCondition $700 Call plete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
James at 435-4425
759-4754
HARRIS Flotboat w/
Evinrude motor Bomber DAVIDSON Roofing New
crappie boat W90 HP John- roofs and repairs Tear offs
son motor, depth finder and re roofs Written guartrolling motor, cover All the antee Local references
753-5812
extras 753-9274

•

PLUMBING - Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

-

aLl
du:

PAINTING Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844
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Today is Tuesday, June 18, the 169th day of 1991. There are 196 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 18, 1940, during World War II, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill urged his countrymen, in a speech to the House of Commons, to comport themselves in a manner that would prompt future generations to say, "This was their finest hour."
On this date:
In 1778, American forces entered Philadelphia as the British withdrew
during the Revolutionary War.
In 1812, the United States declared war against Britain.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte met his Waterloo as British and Prussian
troops defeated the French forces in Belgium.
In 1873, suffragist Susan B. Anthony was fined $100 for attempting to
vote in the 1872 presidential election.
In 1928, aviator Amelia Earhart became the first woman to fly across
the Atlantic Ocean as she completed a flight from Newfoundland to
Wales in about 21 hours.
In 1945, William Joyce, known as "Lord Haw-Haw," was charged in
London with high treason for his English-language wartime broadcasts on
German radio (He was hanged the following January).
In 1948, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights adopted its
International Declaration of Human Rights.
In 1979, President Carter and Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev concluded seven years of strategic arms limitation talks by signing the SALT
11 treaty in Vienna.
In 1987, Charles Glass, a journalist on leave from ABC News, was
kidnapped in Lebanon. (Glass escaped his captors the following August).
Ten years ago: Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart announced he
would retire after 23 years on the nation's highest court, paving the way
for Sandra Day O'Connor to become the first female associate justice.
Five years ago: Twenty-five people were killed when a twin-engine
plane and helicopter carrying sightseers collided above the Grand Canyon.
One year ago: James Edward Pough went on a shooting rampage at an
auto-financing company office in Jacksonville, Fla., mortally wounding
nine people before killing himself.
Today's Birthdays: Actor E.G. Marshall is 81. Lyricist Sammy Cahn is
-78-. Columnist Tom Wicker is 65. Rock singer-composer-musician Paul
McCartney is 49. Movie reviewer Roger Ebert is 49. Actress Isabella Rossellini is 39. Actress Carol Kane is 39.
Thought for Today: "I cannot understand any woman's wanting to be
the first woman to do anything ... It is a devastating burden and I could
not take it, could not be a pioneer, a Symbol of Something Greater." —
Nora Ephron, author (1941- ).

MOM,CAN I i-IME SOME
MONEY SO HOBBES AND
I CAN CIO TO A. NONE

Ten years ago
The old post office building in
downtown Murray will house additional courthouse offices if the bid
made by Calloway County Fiscal
Court is accepted by the U.S. Postal Service. The new post office is
now on Chestnut Street.
Charles Hornbuckle, Hoyt Wyatt
and Ralph Lorenz are new members of Murray Lions Club.
Julie Gargus, a member of Calloway County High School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America, won
state impromptu horticulture speaking competition at 52nd annual
Kentucky FFA convention. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sherrill Gargus.
Velvet Jones of Murray won
Girls' First Place trophy at Junior
Black Patch Golf Tournament at
Princeton.
A new brick home has been constructed for the residents of Murray

DEAR ABBY: I recently felt a
lump in my breast. It doesn't really
hurt, but! know it's there. I stand a
very good chance of having cancer
because my mother passed away five
years ago with breast cancer.
Right now,I'm trying to handle it
on my own,but I'm getting cross and
downright hateful with my husband
and children. I love them dearly. I
know this can't go on forever.
I watched my mother die a very
slow and painful death, but just the
thought of going to a doctor scares
me. On the other hand,if I do go to a
doctor and he says it's cancer, he
might have to remove my breast,
and ifhe does,I'm scared my husband
might not love rne anymore, or he

I REAL12( 114ll4k..114EPL
ARE MORE CONSM(TIVE
WAIS \401,3(DUD SPEND

10/14.1R AF1E,RHOON, CALVIN

WHAT DID
SHE SAN

State University farm on College
Farm Road.
Twenty years ago
Murray Art Guild will sponsor
the annual Western Kentucky Arts
and Crafts Festival, June 26-27, in
Conservation Education Center of
Land Between the Lakes.
Patricia Butler and Ronnie Kimbro were married May 14 at Locust
Grove Baptist Church.
Murray Girl Scout Day Camp is
being held this week at woods area
behind Jaycee Fairgrounds, according to Mrs. Bailey Gore of Murray
Neighborhood Girl Scount Council.
Don E. Jones, Jerry McConnell
and Drane Shelley were top winners of Murray Bass Cjub's oneday fishing tournament field out of
Cypress Bay Resort.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Downey,
June 7.

might leave me.
What should I do?
SCARED TO DEATH

DEAR SCARED: Do not wait
another minute! Call your doctor. Tell him exactly what you
have told me, and make an appointment to see him as soon as
possible. Early detection has
saved the lives of many with
cancer. Don't think oil anything
except getting to your doctor for
an examination immediately.
Iam sorry you didn't sign your
name,because I want very much
to talk to you.Please write again
after you've seen the doctor. I
want to stay in touch with you.

Thirty years ago
Murray City Council and Calloway County Fiscal Court have both
accepted offe.s of Federal Government of 182,549 to be used in construction of Murray-Calloway
County Airport, to be located west
of Penny Road, Highway 783
North.
C.O. Bondurant, associate county agent, and Cynthia Ezell and
Eddie Lee Grogan, 4-H club members, are pictured at Sixth Annual
4-H Regional Resource Development Conference at Fontana Dam
Village, North Carolina.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Lelan Russell, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Bowen, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Phillips, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. lames Curtis.
Miss Joretta Fox and John Randolph were married June 11 at First
Baptist Church.

Forty years ago
The Rev. and Mrs. Orval Austin
and children, Mary Jane and Nancy
Lee, attended an All Kentucky Older Presbyterian Youth Conference
at Centre College, Danville. He
taught a course on "Know
Yourself."
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bailey, June 10, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Howard, June 12; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon McBee, June 13.
Murray Chapter No. 50 of Disabled American Veterans held a
brbecue for all disabled veterans
and their families on June 14 at
Murray City Park.
Mrs. Laurine Doran and Mrs.
Laverne Orr have returned home
after a three weeks vacation in
western states. They visited Mrs.
Orr's daughters, Mrs. Gene Allbritten of Dallas, Texas, and Miss
Charlene Orr of Winslow, Ariz.

DEAR ABBY: After nearly 10
years of marriage.I told my husband
I was leaving. Before I even found a
place to move to, he kicked me out.
After I relocated, we started seeing
each other again,and within a week,
we were back where we started —
fighting.
They say there's a very fine line
between love and hate. I still don't
know which side I'm on. I have filed
for divorce,but I feel lonely and hurt.
He was fantastic in bed,and just the
thought of being intimate with another man nauseates me. Also, why
risk AIDS for sex that may not be
any good?
Abby, after 10 years, I wouldn't
even know how to act on a date. I

can't live with him, but I can't live
without him. Is this normal for
someone who hasjust split up, or do
I need help?
IN LIMBO IN TACOMA

1,Ed gelsKy, was once swallotom
by a "roKay gecko. T Spentoveran hour in the lizArchs
amoo3 ha/f5f6nlack fkiatiro
d;gested -flies and spders.
Rght;n1-the stench cold the
powerful qq.str,c jwces,
14/9
-E;wily Clawed my Any
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the esophagus ond
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DEAR PARENTS: I doubt if
"chult" would catch on. When
referring to your adult offspring,
why not say "our son" or "our
daughter"?

I HAVE TO WORK LATE
ToNiuMT. HOW ABOUT
TOMORROW NIGHT?

1 River in
Germany
4 Father
6 Dispatches
11 Play the
flute
13 Body of
actors
15 Sodium
symbol
16 Uncanny
18 Athletic
group
19 Consumed
21 Verdi opera
22 Spanish
article
23 Buys back
26 Secret agent
29 Wife of Zeus
31 Chair
33 French
article
34 — garde
35 Free
38 Change color
of

1
11
15
19

39 Running
40 Paid notice
41 Cook slowly
43 Decays
45 Greek letter
47 Vigor
50 Note of scale
52 Promptly
53 Couple
56 — sesame!
58 Rome's
country
60 Negative
prefix
61 Whipped
63 Sewing
Implement
65 Narrow
openings
66 R-U linkup 67 Chicago's St

34

40
45

MAYBE 115 WRONG TO GET
50 DEPRESSED WHEN WE
LOSE ALL THE TIME...

DO YOU WINK I
TAKE 11415 GAME
TOO SERIOUSLY?

56

4 Becj
5 Eagle's nest
6 Emitted
vapor
7 Teutonic
deity
8 Memorandum
9 Fights

between two
10 Health
1 Sicilian
resort
volcano
12 Tellurium
2 Protective
Symbol
ditch
14 Printer's
3 Therefore
measure
17 Roman date
20 Sin
24 All —
(attentive)
25 Declare
10
9
8
7
2
6
3
4
5
27 Conspiracy
28 Strong
14
13
desires
1211
29 Pile
17
18
16
20111 30 Finishes
32 Gull-like
22
bird
1
21111
36 Part of TGIF
26
23 24
37 Holds back
42 Need
Will
33
44 Grain
46 Standard of
perfection
35 36 37
as
39
48 Groans
49 Cove
41
42
43 44
51 Aware of
2 wds.
48
47
49
46
54 Legal
document
52
50 51
53 111 55
55 City on the
Oka
59
60
57
56 River in
Siberia
seIll
57 Footlike part
63
64
59 Old pronoun
62 Latin
67
66
651111
conjunction
64 UK Princess

2. 3. II

31

DEAR ABBY: As parents of children who are 35 and 44, it seems
awkward — even ridiculous — to
refer to them as "our child" or "our
children."
In current usage, a "child" is a
very young person. In searching for
a more grown-upword for them, we
finally agreed on "chult" — a contraction of adult and child — or
"chults" for adult children.
What do you and you.r readers,
think?

0005 OF THIS COUPLE STARTING
4NO ANIMA& A VACATION iN
ME 5MIE Two-wEEK Mum :

WE HAVE TO MAKE SOME
OECISIONS ABOUT OUR VACATION TONIfillT, IRVING.

DEAR IN LIMBO: Not being
able to live with or without
someone is an old refrain I hear
often. And the love/hate ambivalence is as old as the hills.
Your feelings are normal — and
you do need help. Get professional counseling. If money is a
problem for you,check with your
local YWCA and ask if they offer
free counseling.

Uair

tai

UUI82
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1-900-454-3535
'Extension 4702
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Are there any
new treatments for duodenal ulcers?
DEAR READER: There are several ways to treat duodenal ulcers,
sores that form inside the upper small
intestine from excessive stomach
acid.
Years ago, the only therapy was
frequent milk and cream feedings.
This material neutralized gastric
acid.
Subsequently, antacids (such as
Maalox. Riopan and Gelusil) superseded the milk and cream. These
agents were more palatable, more effective and did not add unnecessary
cholesterol to the body.
Later, the treatment of duodenal
ulcers was revolutionized by the introduction of H2 blockers, drugs that
actually shut off the production of excess stomach acid. Such drugs include
Pepcid. Tagamet and Zantac. When
used with antacids, these prescription
medicines
are
almost
always
effective.
At present, several experimental
drugs are being tested and. I am sure,
will be released soon. In addition.
some research scientists have discovered that a bacterial infection may
cause (or contribute to) ulcer formation. This finding has led to the cautious suggestions of antibiotic therapy
for ulcer patients who fail to respond
to the more traditional measures.
Even with prescription treatment.
however, patients with ulcers should
eschew alcohol, caffeine and nicotine
— all of which stimulate gastric secretions. With dietary counseling and
modern medical therapy. the vast
majority of duodenal ulcers can be
healed and patients returned to good
health.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 26-yearold female with stomach problems
When I become emotionally upset. I
regurgitate and there is always blood
present in the vomitus. Is this serious,
and what would you suggest?
DEAR READER: In susceptible individuals, extreme stress can lead to
nausea and vomiting. Because gastric
acid is often regurgitated with the
stomach contents, slight bleeding
may occur because of irritation of the
delicate esophagus. This slight bleeding, by itself, is usually of no
consequence.
Having said this, I'd like to emphasize that bleeding from the intestinal
tract is never normal and could reflect a serious underlying disorder.
such as peptic ulcer or chronic inflammation of the stomach lining.
Therefore, I urge you to check this
out with your doctor. At the very
least, you should have an upper GI series(special X-rays of your upper gastrointestinal tract) to identify the
cause of your symptoms.
Also, I'm worried about your overly
sensitive stomach. Perhaps some attention to stress control — with counseling, for instance — is in order. If
you could learn how to handle your
anxieties more effectively, your
stomach would thank you. Ask your
doctor about counseling resources in
your community.
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Citizen complaints often result in action

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Eva Jones
Mrs. Eva Jones, 83, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died Monday at
6:30 Lm. at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
She was a member of Oakhill
Union Church in Henry County,
Tenn.
Born July 31, 1907, she was the
daughter of the late James Turner
and Clara Nall Turner. One sister
and two brothers also preceded her
in death.
Survivors are her husband,
Raleigh Jones; seven daughters,
Mrs. Olive Mercer, Monroe,
Wash., Mrs. Norma Treadway,
Mrs. Alvena Spitzer and Mrs. Arin
Collison, Puryear, Mrs. Oleda Cole
and Mrs. Martha Mallory, St.
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Sharon
Roberts, Old Monroe, Mo.: three

sisters, Michael Jones, Donald
Jones and Thomas Jones, all of
Puryear.
Mrs. Jones is also survived by
two brothers, 14 grandchildren, 10
great-grandchildren and three
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev.
Hale will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be John Paschall, James Treadway, Larry
Roberts, William Jones Jr., Bob
Callison and Robert Callison.

Ervie Grant
Willoughby

Ervic Grant Willoughby, 79, Ri
3, Murray, died today at 7:19 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church, he was retired from the
Maintenance Department at Murray
State University.
Born March 1, 1912, in Calloway County, He was the son of the
late Henry L. Willoughby and Lela
Henslet Willoughby. He also was
preceded in death by two infant sisters and six brothers, Grady, Howard, Almon, Clyde, Reff and ThurBurial will follow in Puryear
man Willoughby.
Cemetery.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Friends may call at the funeral
Frances Wallace Willoughby,
Mary
home after 2 p.m. today (Tuesday).
to whom he was married on Nov.
23, 1933; two daughters, Mrs. Evelyn Burk= and husband, Robert,
Rt. 3, Murray, and Mrs. Diana
Mrs.
wife,
He is survived by his
Roy, MurJacquie Elliott Carter; one daught- Cothran and husband,
Wallace
Willoughby
son,
one
ray:
er, Michelle Scribner, and two
Ala.
sons, Kevin Carter and Josh Scrib- and wife. Ruth, Birmingham,
are
sisters,
surviving
three
Also
ner, Mayfield; his parents, James
Mrs. Eudell Scarbrough and Mrs.
and Melinda O'Neal Carter, ClinRuby Harris, Murray, and Mrs.
ton; his grandmother, Mrs. Marie
Crouse, Detroit, Mich.; one
Pauline
Carter, Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Roy Arlon Willoughby,
brother,
DarMrs.
Donna Lyell, Mayfield,
five grandchildren,
Tenn.;
Paris,
lene Johnson. Murray, and Mrs.
Mrs. Karen KelBurkeen,
Kenneth
Regina Burney. East Prairie, Mo.:
Willoughby, Tony WilChris
so,
SedaCarter,
Randy
three brothers.
Foutch; 10
lia, James Barry Carter. Ridgeley, loughby and Mrs. Kim
great-grandchildren.
Clinton.
Tenn., and Russell Carter,
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Joe Lee Carter
The funeral for Joe Lee Carter
will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield. Rick Reeder will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Donald Lyell,
Kenny Johnson, Frank Burney,
James Garner, Donnie Lear. Chris
Brady, James Miller and Scott Gay.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
MT. Carter, 36, Mayfield, died
Sunday at 5:30 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Team concludes examination
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Members of an autopsy team that
examined the remains ,of President
Zachary Taylor couldn't immediately rule on a cause of death. but
they could make some initial
findings.
"He wasn't beaten or shot and
he probably wasn't strangled."
said Kentucky Medical Examiner
Dr. George Nichols.
Taylor suffered mild arthritis in
his back that was consistent with
his age, and arthritis in his hips
must have caused some discomfort,
said Dr. William Maples, a forensic
anthropologist from the University
of Florida, who took part in the
examination.
Maples said Taylor's arthritic
jaw may have caused him considerable pain at times, but his teeth
weren't in bad shape considering
his age and the time in which he
lived.
"He was far from a toothless old
man," Maples said. "He was in
good condition."
After using an electric saw to
open the lead liner of the black
walnut casket, the team did not see
a man in military uniform that
might have been appropriate considering his successful campaigns
against Indians and in the Mexican
War.
Instead, Taylor was laid to rest
in a burial shroud that probably
was white initially, with a large
bow, Jefferson County Coroner
Richard Greathouse and other
members of the team told a news
conference. Taylor also was wearing gloves and socks.
"The fact that (the body) was
nearly skeletalized was not a surprise to anyone," said Dr. Bill
Hamilton, a medical examiner from
Gainesville, Fla.
Ben Underwood. manager of
Neurath & Underwood Funeral
Home in Louisville, observed the
condition of the casket but did not
take part in the examination
Monday.
Underwood said he was surprised to find the casket was not
made of cast-iron, as had been
believed.
The top and bottom of the casket
were in good condition, but screws
holding the sides together had
deteriorated, he said. The lining of
the casket was beige, but probably
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was white initially.
Before the casket was returned
to the marble crypt in Zachary Taylor National Cemetery, Underwood
said some minor restoration efforts
were made to put the screws back
into their original positions. The
entire casket was placed in a protective plastic pouch. he said.

Mrs. Alma
Alene Fortner
Mrs. Alma Alene Fortner, 74,
died today at 4:30 a.m. at her home
at Southside Manor, Murray.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Report says children of smokers less healthy
WASHINGTON (AP) — Children who live in households with
smokers are much more likely to
be in fair or poor health than are
children never exposed to cigarette
smoke, a government study
reported today.
"I can't think of a more compelling reason for parents to quit
smoking than ensuring their children's chance for a healthy life,"
Health and Human Services Secretary Louis Sullivan said in releasing
the report.
The study by the National Centers for Health Statistics found that
4.1 percent of children in households with current smokers were in
fair to poor health, compared with
2.4 percent of children never
exposed to tobacco smoke.
About half of all children in the
United States who are 5 years old
or younger have been exposed to
cigarette smoke, according to the
study. More than one-quarter of all
children in this age group were
exposed to smoke both before and
after birth.
The study was based on a 1988
smoking survey that included a
question about the health status of
children 5 years of age and younger in the household. The survey
sample included 5,356 children in
that age group, and the child's
health was reported by the household respondent, usually a parent.
The report said that while children's health appears to be associated with various exposures to
cigarette smoking, the results
should be interpreted "with caution" because they do not take into
account possible variations in sampling and perceived health status.
Children in families with lower
incomes and less education were
more likely to have been exposed
to cigarette smoking and were
more likely to Have been reported
to be in fair or poor health, the
report said.
In families with incomes of less
than $10,000, about two-thirds of
young children were exposed to
smoke, compared with about onethird of children in families where

the income was $40,000 or more.
The ratio was about the same for
families where the mother had not
completed high school compared
with those where the mother had
one or more years of colleg
About 60 percent of black childk
ren had been exposed to smoke,
compared with 49 percent of white
children.
Hispanic children were less likely than non-Hispanic children to
have been exposed. While 51 percent of non-Hispanic children had
ever been exposed, 44 percent of
Hispanic children had been, and
the proportion dropped to 40 percent for Mexican-American
children.

FRANKFORT — Kentuckians
can make a difference in the quality of their environment.
Citizen complaints to the Kentucky Division of Water are essential to the enforcement process.
Once the division receives information concerning a possible violation, field staff are dispatched to
investigate the situation.
In one instance, a Perry County
resident observed what he thought
was oil on the water in Hiner Hollow. He reported the incident to a
Division of Water field inspector.
Upon checking the area, the
inspector determined that there had
been a spill of waste oil that had
not been reported by the responsible party.
After an administrative conference with division enforcement
branch personnel, an agreed order
was signed that called for the company responsible for the spill to
clean up the contaminated area, to
submit a spill prevention control
plan and to abide by it. In this
instance, the citizen action resulted
in measures to prevent future
pollution.
In Lawrence County, a resident
observed dead fish, foul odors and
solids in Bear Creek. His complaint
to the division resulted in an investigation of a confined chicken feed.
ing operation that had been discharging manure wastewater from
its wastewater holding lagoon without a permit. The owner ceased the
discharge and cleaned up the creek
areas as part of enforcement action.
Still another cleanup occurred in
Union County when a resident who
lived downstream from a coal corn-
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A payload module carrying 10
experiments, including chameleon
cells intended to study how cells
are altered in space, was to have
been boosted 437 miles above
Earth, then drop into the Atlantic
Ocean. The module apparently was
thrown clear and landed in the sea,
its descent slowed by a parachute.
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The 50-foot Prospector rocket
took off from Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station at 7:34 a.m. EDT.
The launch had already been
delayed twice before in recent
weeks because of technical
problems.
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— A small rocket carrying scientific experiments was blown up shortly after liftoff today after the booster apparently veered off course.
Self-destruct computer commands were sent to the rocket several seconds after it took off from
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station.
The debris fell into the Atlantic
Ocean.
"No word as to what exactly
what went wrong, although the
vehicle appeared to go off course
as the ascent began," said launch
commentator Georgk Diller, a
•
NASA spokesman.
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School in Lexington noticed what
seemed to be an unusual number of
dead crayfish along a creek in their
neighborhood. Their concerns were
investigated by inspectors, including a biologist, from the division.
The inspectors determined that the
crayfish died of natural causes
brought on by the stress of breeding and were able to explain to the
children that there was no cause for
alarm about the quality of water in
the creek. They assured the children that there would be plenty of
crayfish this season and next.
You can make a difference, too.
To report a problem regarding
water quality in Kentucky, write
down your observations, including
the time and date of the situation.
Take pictures if possible. Then
contact the Kentucky Division of
Water, 18 Reilly Road, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601, telephone (502)
564-3410, or the Environmental
Response Team (for environmental
emergencies), (502) 564-2380.

pany noticed blackwater in the
stream. His complaint resulted in
an investigation and eventually
enforcement action. The coal company responsible is now in the process of cleaning up the stream.
Unpermitted construction in a
floodplain in Carter County
encountered a vocal citizens group
who brought the situation to the
attention of the division. Corrective
action resulted.
A Bell County citizens group
became concerned about inadequately treated sewage that was being
discharged into a lake by a correction facility. Action taken by the
Division of Water as a result of the
complaint resulted in a more efficient operation of the wastewater
treatment plant.
Sometimes citizens' concerns do
not result in corrective action. But
those concerns are still taken seriously and are investigated. For
instance, recently a group of school
children from Jesse Clark Middle
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